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1
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Mary educators have decried the traditional nature of teaching
procedures and have tried to build up progressive practices for improv
ing instruction.

A number of teachers have cose into contact with the

literature or have attended summer school sessions, and have thus be
come exposed to the newer suggestions.
It seoras as if the work of superintendents, no matter how pro
gressive they are, will be relatively ineffective unless teachers change
their procedures to accord with the best educational thought.

The super

intendent tries to facilitate and stimulate good Instruction.

Eis duties

are to provide or engineer the provision of an environment in which it
may take place.

Thus, the changing ideas of superintendents and the

beat theories promulgated by educational leaders ought to find expres
sion soon afterwards in what aey be termed the progressive practices
of teachers, if education is to advance.
Purpose of This Study
It is the present purpose to measure the extent to which teachers
who have been exposed to the contagion of new ideas have actually re
formed their practices.

To what extent have the suggestions received

really taken effect in the smaller village schools of the 3tate of
Minnesota?

The purpose is not to measure the results of the exposure

of superintendents or principals but chiefly those of classroom teachers,
who come into immediate contact with the pupils.

It Is to try to find evidences in the practices of teachers,
which m y be recognised, distinguished, and. discussed.

Mo attempt is

mad© to measure the frequency with which these practices are used nor
their success.

It is assumed that no teacher uses any one Isolated

practice constantly but that he may use several of thorn in connection
with a regular procedure."

All subjects mty not lend themselves cruelly

well to the adoption or use of a*y one particular practice.

The use

of the project method may lend Itself vesy well to English whereas It
is practically impossible to use for teaching history.

Likewise, al

though one teacher way succeed with one plan, another equally conscien
tious, aey fall utterly In its attempted use.
Method of Study
Preparatory to making this study the writer spent considerable
time in scrutinising educational literature for progressive practices.
From this literature was gathered a list of instructional practices
which had been consldvrad progressive.

Although all 'these practices

are not new to present-day teaching procedures, cose are in such wide
usage and recognition that they m y have a place in a progressive pro
cedure of instruction.

Frosa this original list were chosen those which

are most readily recognised, as well as some which, though not neces
sarily progressive, arc still widely used.

Lest the respondent might

®Tto» most T a i ^ t a n t single "measure of a tea crier*s progressive
ness Is, after all, whether or not she experiments with and uses various
teaching method® with a view to the improvement of her classroom instruc
tion* The ability to develop a flexible and effective classroom tech
nique will probably always remain the primary criterion for estimating
a teacher*s growth and professional progress,** ‘I, J. Storaaaa}, Progres
sive Methods of Teaching (Houghton Mifflin Co,, 1924), pp. v.
* "Success or failure with aqy one method m y 11® in the method
itself, or it may depend on the teacher; or on® method may be more ef
ficient with on® type of subject matter or one type of pupil and another
with the other types of materials or abilities.* Ibid.

be prone to check a practice on recognition of its customary title, the
practices were defined or described, leaving out the usual nanes vhereever possible, so that the respondent night better compare thess with
hia own teaching procedures.
A chock list cuestionnnlre was then prepared, allowing for alter
natives in checking the extent of us© of each practice, aa»

regular

procedure, frequent procedure, occasional procedure, and have used.

After

the questionnaire had boon tested for dearness with the writer*s col
leagues it was sailed out with a sheet of directions enclosed tc the
principals of all the Class B schools in the state of Minnesota.

Out

of tho approximately 1400 questionnaires sent out, 551 were returned
filled out in full, after fifty-nine which did not give the necessary
information regarding subjects taught and years of experience of the
teaohor had been discarded.

The questionnaires were stalled in groups

to the principals, who distributed thes to their teachers, gathered
the lnformtion, and returned them again to the writer.

(Appendix)

To discover whether the 552 usable returns really represented
all Class B schools in the state, their geographical distribution was
coopered with that of all Class B schools (Map 1).
arbitrarily ruled off into five districts.

The state was then

It was found that the re

turns in each district bore the st.ae ratios to the number sent as the
total nunber returned boro to the total number sent out (Table 1).

MINNESOTA
SCALE OF MILES

N ybtrom S eries

of

D esk M aps

C opyright

♦Schools that received questions
©Schools that returned questionnaires filled out in full

by

A. J . N ystrom & Co., C hicago

Table 1
Returns from the Questionnaire Distributed According
to Subject and leers of Teaching Experience
Minnesota Class B Schools
1955

Grade or Subject

Number of Teachers of the Designated Grades Who
Had the Following Number of leers Experience
4-6
7-9
1-5
Total
10 or Over

First

4

6

10

5

25

Second

5

8

6

7

24

Third

5

8

10

6

29

Fourth

4

8

12

8

52

Fifth

2

9

7

5

25

Sixth

5

8

7

5

25

Seventh

8

8

10

6

52

Eighth

7

7

10

8

52

Total of Grades

56

62

72

50

220

English

18

£6

10

11

85

Mathematics

11

25

8

15

55

Histoiy

12

14

12

A

42

Science

15

21

16

12

64

Commercial

3

12

4

2

27

Social Science

4

9

9

5

27

Vocational

9

4

3

3

25

2

2

27

12 l *

Foreign Language

10

Total for High School

88

122

67

55

552

154

202

140

107

552

Grand Total

5
Difficulties Overcome
As was expected, there was no common combination of subjects or
grades.

In some eases teachers were In charge of second and third

grades, first and second grades, third and fourth, or first, second,
and third grades.

In high school, Latin was combined with English in

one case, science with history in another, social sicence with mathe
matics in still others.

This overlapping was common to ell subjects.

However, English, coramerical, science, and vocational subjects were
found to have the greatest departmentalisation.

Because of this non-

uniformity, common elements of subjects were tabulated together.

When

a teacher listed 3uch a combination as English and science, the tabula
tion was made for both English and science.

This plan was carried out

for the grades as well as for all high school subjects.
Since no one practice is used exclusively under each heeding,
one or more were cheeked as the regular practice.

For instance, in

planning recitations, plans may be written by the week and also by units.
For that reason the totals in each row and column (both horizontally and
vertically In the tables) do not equal 100 per cent.

In most cases they

are greater than 100 per cent; and when a practice has not been used
widely, the total number using It may be less than 100 per cent of all
the teachers.
In an effort to determine the consistency of the practices used,
tabulation was made on two bases.

In some eases, the results were tab

ulated against grades or subjects to see wliether or not a practice wag
being used more extensively in one grade than another.
the high school subjects into common fields such as*

After grouping
chemistry,

physiology, biology, and general science.
a similar tabulation was made.

Under science, for instance,

Then, to determine whether or not years

of teaching experience is a factor in the use of progressive practices,
tabulation was mad© against years of experience.
was grouped into the following intervals*

Experience in years

one to three years, four to

six year 3 , seven to nine years, and ton or more years.
was used for both grades and high school.

This method
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CHAPTER 2
PLANS FOR INSTRUCTION AND ASSIGNMENT

In order that a teacher nay develop an effective teaching tech1
nloue, careful planning of instruction and assignments ere necessary.
The type of instruction reflects the type of planning.

In order to be

gin with any consideration of teaching technique, it is desirable, if
not necessary, to begin with a consideration of plans for instruction
and the making of the assignment.

Whether the plans are written or

mental is not always a case of choice with the teacher, since written
plans may be required for other than the teacher’s own use.

Thus, the

figures in Table 2 may not reflect the tea.here’ practice but rather,
in part, an administrative practice.
Written plans are much in evidence throughout all the grades,
being used as a regular procedure by approximately eighty-five per cent
*

of the teachers in each grade.

This type of planning is also done main

ly by periods of one week in length.

Approximately seventy-five per cent

of tiie cases planned by units or natural breaks in subject matter are
less widely used than weekly plans, being used in only approximately
twenty-five per cent of the cases, increasing from eight per cent in
the first grade to thirty-four per cent in the seventh grade (Table 2),
lnIt is in connection with lesson planning, whether this be
daily, occasional, or spasmodic, that the most natural stimulus will
come for professional improvement, both in extending erne’s mastery
over subject matter and in giving attention to improvement in tech
nique. " St, J, Storm sail-, Progressive Methods of Teaching (Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1924), pp. 344.
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Table 2
Regular Procedures for Planning Instruction in
Grades One to Eight6,
Procedures
for
Planning
Instruction

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
1

4

5

... 2.

5

6

7

8

Written

88.0

79.1

82.7

87.5

86.9

78.2

95.7

81.2

By week

76.0

85.5

75.8

78.1

86.9

78.5

62.5

75.0

8.0

16.8

17.2

18,7

50,4

50.4

54.5

28.1

24

29

52

25

25

52

52

Unit of subJect matter
Number of
teachers

25

”~*ThG total of each column— written, by week, unit of subject
natter, do not equal number of teachers. Some use more than one of
these at a time while others nay not use the ones listed and have
failed to respond as to other practices.
Written plans are used by fewer teachers in high school than in
the grades.

An average of approximately seventy-six per cent of the

teachers in high school use this method.

An increase in the extent of

the use of unit planning is noted in high school.

Using this practice

as a regular procedure are 54.5 per cent of the mathematics teachers,
fifty-two per cent of the vocational teachers, 51.8 per cent of the
social science teachers, 29,6 per cent of the commercial teachers,
48.6 per cent of the science teachers, 47*6 per cent of the history
teachers, and 56,8 per cent of the English teachers (Table 5).

.Table S
Regular Procedure of Planning Instruction for
High School Subjects
Procedures
for
Planning
Instruction

Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Hatfae- HistCotnaor- Social Voca- Foreign
English attics p i t
Science clal
Science tlonal Language

Written

70.8

72.0

76.1

78.1

48.4

74.0

80.0

70.3

By week

58.4

60.0

71.4

67.1

50.8

66.6

74.0

59.2

Units

36.8

34.5

47.0

48.6

29.6

51.8

52.0

35.3

Number of
teachers

65

55

42

27

27

26

27

.

___

Though units are used 1«3S commonly as a regular procedure, they
are used more commonly as a frequent procedure; i. e., from fifteen
per cent in the third grade to thirty-four per cent in the fifth
grade (Table 4).
Table 4
Frequent Procedure for Planning Instruction in Grades One to Eight
Procedures
for
Planning
Instruction

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades Who
Reported Using the Designated Procedures
4

S

2

Written

28,0

8.3

Ey week

8.0

4.1

6.8

3.1

8.6

Units

24.0

20.8

15.3

25.0

34.7

Number of
teachers

25

24

5.1

_S2____ 32

6

7

8

4.3

5.1

6.2

3.1

3.1

15.6

18.7

5

.1

21.7

,.55... 23

32

-I?__
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As a frequent procedure, 4.8 per cent of the English teachers,
11.9 per cent of the history teachers, 1.5 par cent of the science
teachers, 11.1 per cent of the social science teachers, eight per cent
of the vocational teachers, and twenty-seven per cent of the foreign
language teaohers use the written plan (Table 5).
Table 5
Frequent Procedure for Planning Instruction for High Sohool Subjects
Procedures
for
Planning
Instruction

Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Mathe- HistComnter- Social Voca- Foreign
English safeties ory
Science clal
Science tlonal Language
11.1

8.0

11.1

11.1

14.8

8,0

18.5

18.7

18.5

18,5

17.0

53.5

64

27

27

25

27

11.9

1.5

5.4

7.1

5.1

29.2

29.0

25.8

65

55

Written

4.6

By week

12.5

Units
Number of
teachers

___

As a frequent procedure, 12,5 per cent of the English teachers,
5.4 per cent of the mathematics teachers, 5.1 per cent of the science
teachers, 11.1 per cent of the commercial teachers, 14,8 per cent of the
social science teachers, eight per cent of the vocational teachers, and
18.5 per cent of the foreign language teachers use weekly plans.

Units

as a frequent procedure are used by more teachers of English, mathematics,
foreign language, and history than by teachers of the other high school
subjeots.
Based on years of teaching experience, written plans are used
more extensively by grade teachers who have seven to nine years of ex
perience; i. e., 94.4 per cent.

Teachers in the grades with four to

nine years of experience use written plans more than aqy other experience

1 1

groups.

Seventy-seven and seven-tenths per cent of the teachers with

one to three years of experience use written plans as a regular procedure*
85,4 per cent with four to six years, 94,4 per cent with seven to nine
years* then dropping to seventy-six per cant for those with ten or more
years of experience.

Weekly planning shows the sane trends

61.2 per

cent for those having one to three years of experience, 77,4 per cent
for those having four to six years, 86.1 per cent for those having seven
to hine years, and seventy-two per cent for teachers of ten or more years
of experience.

As a regular procedure, unit plans are used approximate

ly to the same extent for all age groups, 25.1 per cent (Table 6).
Table 6
Regular Procedure for Planning Instruction for Grades One to Eight by
Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Planning
Instruction

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
1-3

4-6

7-9

Written

77.7

85.4

94.4

75.0

8y week

61.1

77.4

86.1

72.0

Units

25.0

24.1

20.8

24.0

Number of
teachers

56

62

72

50 i

10 or Over

In high school the older experienced groups use written plans more
widely than do those of lesser experience? i* e., 75.8 per cent for
glides one to three, 76.2 per cent for grades four to six, 75.1 per cent
for grades seven to nine, and 85.4 per cent for those having ten or more
years of experience (Table 7).
plans .

Approximately the same is true for weekly-

The lesser experienced group uses unit plans to the extent of

fifty-three per cent as & regular procedure, those having four to six
years of experience thirty-six per cent, seven to nine years 5 4 .5 per
cent, end ten or more years 4 5 .4 per cent.
Table 7
Regular Procedure for Planning Instruction for High School Subjects
by Years of Teaching Experience
Procedures
for
Planning
Instruction

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who P.eported. Using the Designated Procedures
7-3

.

10 or Over

1-5

4-6

Written

75,8

76.2

75.1

85.4

By week

55.4

68.0

67.1

72.7

Units

55.0

56.0

54.5

45.4

Number of
teachers

88

67

55

............ . ............................

As a frequent procedure in grades one to eight, 58*8 per cent of
those with on® to three years of experience use unit plans, while four
teen per cent of those with ten or more years of experience use unit
plans (Table 8).
Table 8
Frequent Procedure for Planning Instruction in Grades One to Eight by
Yours of Experience
Procedures
for
Planning
Instruction

1-5...

4—6

Written

8.5

6.4

By week

11.1

5.2

2.7

4.0

Units

58.8

20.9

20.8

14.0

Number of
teachers

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures

___ S§_______ ____

7-9

10 or Over
4.2

si______ ____ 11_______ _______ ga.______
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Eighty-five per cent of teachers use written plans as a regular
procedure, four per cent use then frequently, 2*2 per cent occasionally,
and five per cent have used them (Table 9).

Seventy-six and three-tenths

per cent of all teachers plan by the week regularly*

Pour and five-

tenths per cent plan by the week frequently, 5.1 per cent occasionally,
and 5.1 per cent have used weekly plans.

Two and two-tentha per cent

of the teachers use longer periods as a regular procedure.

Twenty per

cent use longer periods than a week, frequently, 21.8 per cent occa
sionally, and nine per cent have used then.

Twenty-three and one-tenth

per cent of the teachers use units as a regular procedure.

Twenty-two

end two-tenths per cent use units or natural breeks in subject matter
frequently, 17.2 per cent occasionally, and 7.7 per cent have used the®.
Table 9
Percentages of Teachers in Grades One to Eight in Class B Schools in
Minnesota Who Planned Instruction in Various P*ys
1355
Procedures
for
Planning

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the Following Ways
Regular
Have

Written

5.0

2.2

4,0

85.0

By weeks

5.1

5.1

4.5

76.5

Units

7.7

17.2

£2.2

Number of
teachers

220

In high school subjects 76,5 per cent of the teachers use writ
ten plana as a regular procedure.

Five and one-tenth per cent of the

teachers use written plans frequently, 2,4 per cent occasionally, and

2.7

p e r cent liave used then*.

Sixty-four and seven-tenths per cent plan

by week 3 as a regular procedure, and nine per cent frequently.

Three

and nine-tenths per cent of the teachers plan by week occasionally, and
5.5 per cent have used weekly plans.

Forty-one and five-tenths per

cent plan by units as a regular procedure.

Twenty-three and seven-tenths

per cent plan by weeks frequently, IS.5 per cent occasionally, and 1,9
per cent have used plans by units or natural breaks in subject Batter
(Table 10).
Table 10
Percentages of Teachers of High School Subjects in Class B Schools in
Minnesota Who Planned Instruction in Various Ways
1935
Procedures
for
Planning
Instruction

,

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the Following Fays
Rave
Regular
Used
Occasionally
Frequently.____Procedure

Written

2.7

2.4

5.1

76.5

By week

3.3

5.9

9.0

64.7

Units

1.9

13.5

23.7

41.5

Humber of
teachers

332
Summary

Of the teachers in grades one to eight, eighty-five per cent
use written plans as a regular procedure, five per cent have used them,
four per cent use them frequently, and 2.2 per cent use them occasion
ally. (Graph 1).
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Graph 1
Extent to Which Written Plans are Used in Grades One to Eight by All
Teachers
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25__________ 50__________ 75_________ 100
Regular Procedure

85J6------------------ ----------------- — -— —

Have Used

5% —

Used Frequently

4% — -

Occasionally Used 2..2J6 Number of Teachers_________________________ 220____________________________
In high school, 76*5 per cent of all teachers use written plans
as a regular procedure, 5.1 per cent use them frequently, 2*7 per cent
have used them, 2.4 per cent use them occasionally (Graph 2).
Graph 2
Extent to Which Written Plans are Used by all Teachers of High School
Subjects
Scale
of Percentages_______ 0____________ 25__________ 50__________ 75_________ 1QQ
Regular Procedure
76.556 ---------------------------------------Used Frequently

5.1J6 —

Have Used

2.7$ — •

Occasionally U3edR.4$ —
Number of Teachers______________________ 53g_______________________________
In grades one to eight, 76.5 per cent of all teachers use weekly
plans as a regular procedure, 4.5 per cent use them frequently, 5.1 per
cent use them occasionally, and 5.1 per cent have used them (Graph 5).
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Graph 3
Extent to Which Weekly Plans are Used by All Teachers in Grades One
to Eight
Scale
3 f. PgJ3gfefifig________ 2___________ g§__________ 59__________ 75_________ 122
Regular
Procedure

76.336----------------------------------------

Used Frequently

4.536 — *

Occasionally Used 3.136 —
Have Used

3.1J6 —

Number of Teachers______________________ 2gQ______________ ________________
In high school, 64.7 per cent of all teachers use weekly plans
as a regular procedure, nine oer cent use them frequently, 3.9 per cent
use them occasionally, and 3.3 per cent have used them (Graph 4).
Graph 4
Extent to Which Weekly Plans are Used by All Teachers of High School
Subjects
Scale

rf .RwasnUum.----- 2------ __2£______ 52_______ Z5______ 122
Regular
Procedure

64. 736

Used Frequently

--------------------------------

9*036 ----

Occasionally Used 5.9J6 —
Have Used
Number of Teachers

3.33?- —
_______ 552______ ___________________

In grades one to eight, 25,1 per cent of all teachers use unit
plans as a regular procedure, 22.2 per cent use them frequently, 17,2
per cent vise them occasionally, and 7.7 per cent have used them (Graph
5).

1.7
Graph 5
Extent to Which Plans by Units are Used by All Teachers in Grades One
to Eight
Scale
of Percentage a_______ 0____________ 2§__________ 52 __________ 75_________ 100
Regular
Procedure
Used Frequently

28.1 -------- --22,2$ -----------

Occasionally Usedl7.2$ --------

7*7% ---

Have Used
Humber of Teachers

_______________ 220

In high school, 41.5 per cent of all teachers use unit plans
as a regular procedure, 25.7 per cent use them as a frequent procedure,
15.5

per cent use them occasionally, and 1.3 per cent have used them

(Graph 6).
Graph 6
Extent to Which Unit Plans are Used by All Teachers of High School
Subjects
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ £5______ 50______________ 75_______100
Regular
Procedure
Used Frequently

41.5$ — ------------- --2 3 . 7 $ ------------

Occasionally Usedl3.3$ ---- —
Have Used

1.9$ —

Hamber of Teachers_____________________£££.
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A b the regular procedure, eighty-five per cent of all teachers
in grades one to eight use written plans, 76.3 per cent use weekly
plans, and £3*1 per cent use unit plans (Graph 7).
Graph 7
Regular Procedures for Planning Instruction Used by All Teachers in
Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages________ 9________ ££---------- ------------ Z5-----Written

122

85.0# --------------------------------------------

r<; week

7 6 .5 % ---------------------------------------

Units

£3.1# ------------

Number of Teachers______________________220_______________________________
As the regular procedure, 76.5 per cent of all high school
teachers use written plans, 64,7 per cent use weekly plans, and 41.5
per cent use unit plans (Graph 8).
Graph 8
Regular Procedures for Planning Instruction Used by All Teachers
of High School Subjects
Scale
of Percentages

0___________ 2S__________ 50__________ 7§_________ 100

Written

76.5% ---- —

By week

64.7# ----

Units

41.5# ----

Number of Teachers

—

352
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CHAPTER 5
PROCEDURES FOP MAKING ASSIGNMENTS
Although the making of assignments is perhaps one of the moat
important phases of instruction, it ia undoubtedly much neglected.

The

results of instruction may depend largely upon the type of assignments
made.^
The reason for all this ia that maty teachers make hasty or illplanned assignments.
signments:

Five criteria must be kept in mind in making as

(1) introduce new work, (?) make definite assignments,

(S) prepare the student to cariy on his activities effectively, through
the assignment, (4) make an appeal through the assignment to some in
terest or Incentive wkioh will stimulate the desired eetivity, and
(5) adjust the assignment to the time, abilities, and opportunities of
the class.
An assignment can only fulfill the above requirements if It is
2
well planned.
assignments.

Much can be said both for daily and for longer period
Perhaps an adequate arrangement would be to combine the

^•"The nature, amount, and effectiveness of the activities of
pupils depend tc a great extent upon the nature and quality of the as
signment. The fact that a large percentage of the pupils come tc class
with lessons inadequately prepared or not prepared at all is due among
other tilings, to such facta as:
that the assigned work has not chal
lenged them; that it was not interesting} that they did not know def
initely whet was expected; that they did not know what to look for or
what to emphasise| that they bad not been given adequate explanation
and interests or capacities} and that the tasks were so indefinite the
possibility of definitely cliecking up on them in the recitation was
not great." H. R. Douglass. Modern Methods in High School Teaching
(Houghton Mifflin Co., 1926), p, 49,
^"Teachers who would be truly successful must break the hold of
traditional practice and, in spite of heayy teaching loeds, find time
to plan for and to make adequate lesson assignments." Ibid.. p. 51.
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two method* and even to Include plans, unit*, or natural breaks in the
subject matter.°

In the grades one to eight, daily assignments are

most commonly used *3 the regular procedure (Table 11).

Seventy-two

per cent of the first grade teachers make daily assignments, 70.7 per
cent of the second grade teachers, 79.5 per cent of the third, 8;:.5
per cent of the fourth, 91.5 per cent of the fifth, 86,9 per cent of the
sixth, 75.5 per cent of the seventh, and 78,1 per cent of the eighth
grade teachers make them.
existent in the grades.

Longer period assignments are almost non
From the total responses from 220 teachers

only five cases were revealed in which longer periods were used at all.
Unit assignments, though more common than longer period assignments,
still are not used to ary great extent as a regular procedure.

As

would be expected, the us# of unit assignments increases from grades
one to eight*

4 per cent in the first grade, 8.5 per cent in the second

grade, 10.3 per cent in the third grade, 12.5 per cent In the fourth
grade, 8.6 per cent in the fifth grade, 17.5 per cent in the sixth
grade, 18.7 per cent in the seventh grade, and 3.5 per cent in the
eighth grade, making an average of 11,5 per cent for all grades.
Table 11
Regular Procedures for Making Assignments in Grades One to Eight In
Class B Schools in Minnesota
1955
Procedures
for
Making
Assignments
Daily
By Units
Number of
■ Xsaafeaea—

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
..

1

2

.3 .....

4

6

5

8

7

72.0

70.8

73.5

62.5

91.3

88.9

57.5

78.1

4.0

8.5

10.5

12.5

8.6

17.3

18.7

9.3

25

52

___ - M ___ -22____ -JS2___

25

32
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In high school 77.1 per cent of assignments are made as daily
assignments, except In foreign languages where they are used by 92.5
per cent of the teachers (Table 12).
high school are also very rare.

Longer period assignments in

Of the 55? teachers reporting, only

twenty reported a use of longer period assignments as a regular pro
cedure.

Unit assignments are used by 9 . per cent of the teachers in

English, 15.3 per cent in mathematics, 16.6 per cent In history, <7.9
per cent in science, 14.3 per cent in

commercial

subjects, 55.5 per

cent in social science, and £9.8 per cent in vocational subjects.
Table 12
Regular Procedure f o r Making Assignments in High School Subjects
Procedures
for
Making
Assignments

Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Mathe- HistComaer- Social Vooa- Foreign
English nmtlc.s pry___Science d a l .. Science tlonal Langnage

Daily

73.3

72.7

69.0

79.6

85.1

74.0

72.0

Swt ts

9.2

15.8

16.6

27.9

14.8

S5.5

29.8

Number of
Teachers

65

_ 5 § ___ 42

64

_ 1 Z ____

27

25

92.5

27

A similar tendency was found in the study of teachers and their
lesson

ilans as In teachers relative to years of experience.

The least and the greatest experienced groups make daily assignments less
as a regular procedure, and those In the experienced groups from four
^ T h e r e is much to be said forunifying and coordinating daily
increments of work by employing longer assignments, yet where they ere
used, almost daily, supplementary instructions, modifications, and en
couragement may be given to advantage* Ibid,, p. 60.

to nine years used daily assignments more (Table 15),

Especia lly is

this true of those in experience groups from seven to nine years where
85,35 per cent make daily assignments regularly.

The use of unit as

signments beers an inverse relationship to daily assignments as a
regular procedure.

For those in the experience group of seven to nine

years, only 5.5 per cent report unit assignments as a regular procedure.
Table 15
Regular Procedure for Making Assignments in Grades One to Eight by
Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Making
Assignments

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
____ 1-3

4-6

7-9

Daily

85.8

74.1

85.5

80.0

By Units

16.6

12.9

5.5

14.0

Number of
Teachers____

36

02

72

IQ or Over___

50

The regular procedure for making assignments in high school byyears of experience shows the same tendencies as in the grades.

The

middle experience groups make most assignments daily, while the same
group uses unit assignments least (Table 14).

Especially Is this

noticeable in the four to six year experience groups where only 8.1
per oent make unit assignments, while that for daily assignments is
81*1 per cent.
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Table 14
Regular Procedure for Making Assignments in High School Subjects by
Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Making
Assianments

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
1-5

.

4-6

7-9

10 or Over

Daily

72.7

81.1

85.0

75.4

Ey Units

19.5

8.1

25.5

25.4

Number of
Teachers

38

. . JLg&______ ___ J K _______

55

The results for all grades and for all experience groups show
that 70,9 per cent use daily assignments as a regular procedure, 9.5
per cent as a frequent procedure, 1*8 per cent use daily assignments
occasionally, and 5.1 per cent have used daily assignments (Table 15).
Eleven and three-tenths per cent use unit assignments as a regular pro
cedure, Z.4 per cent as a frequent procedure, 18.1 occasionally, and
12.2 per cent have used unit assignments.

Longer periods are used by

but 2.2 per cent of the teachers as a regular procedure, fourteen per
cent as a frequent procedure, twenty-eight per cent occasionally, and
six per cent have used longer period assignments.
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Table 15
Percentages of Teaahc-rs In Grades One to Eight in Claes B School* in
Minnesota Who
Procedures
for
Making

Made ^ssignmentj

;.n Various Hays

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the bealgmtct?
Procedures in the Following Ways
Have
Regular

_____ Used______ OgflMAfflaftUr.......... E x y UftUtly.......... procoditro .
Daily
By Units

5.1

1.8

9.5

70,9

12.2

18.1

2.4

11.8

Nuaber of
Teachers____________________________________________________________L£2_
In high school, daily assignments are used as a regular procedure
by 77,1 per cent of the teachers.

As a frequent procedure they are

used l»y 8.7 per cent, as an occasional procedure by 2.1 per cent, while
5.8

per cent have used daily assignments (Table 18),

Seventeen and

four-tenths per cent make assignments by units as a regular procedure,
17.7 per cent as a frequent procedure, 22,8 per cent as an occasional
procedure, and 13.8 per cent have used unit assignment.
Table IQ
Percentages of Teachers In High Schools in Class B Schools in
Minnesota Who

Made Assignments

in the Various w«ys

1955
Procedures
for
Making
Assignments
Daily
Units

Percentages of All Teachers Who tfaed the Designated
Procedures in the Followin' Ways
Have
Pegular
Used
Occasionally
Frequently
Procedure
3.6
13.8

2.1
22.8

8.7
17.7

77.1
17.4

Number of

..Jteflhjffia_________________ ________________________SSL
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Of the teachers in grades one to eight, 70*9 per cent make dailyassignments as a regular procedure, 9*5 per cent as a frequent procedure,
5*1 per cent have used daily assignments, and 1.8 per cent as an occa
sional procedure (Graph 9).
Graph 3
Extent to Which Daily Assignments Are Used by All Teachers in
Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ g§__________ 50__________ 75

100
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Of the teachers in high school subjects, 77.1 per cent make daily
assignments as a regular procedure.

Eight and seven-tenths per cent as

a frequent procedure, 5.6 per cent have used daily assignments, a n ^ JS
per cent use them as a regular procedure (Graph 10).
Graph 10
Extent to Which Daily Assignments Are Used by All Teachers of
High School Subjects
Scale
of Percentages
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As a regular procedure, 70.9 per cent of the teachers In grades
one to eight Bake daily assignments, 11,3 per cent make unit assignments,
and 2,2 per cent make assignments for a longer period of time (Graph 11).
Graph 11
Regular Procedures for Making Assignments by All Teachers in
Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages_______ 0___________ g§__________ §3______

By Units
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As their regular procedures, 77.1 per cent of all high school
teachers make daily assignments, and 17.4 per cent make assignments
by units or natural breaks in the subject matter (Graph 12).
Graph 12
Regular Procedures for Making Assignments by All Te&chera of
High School Subjects
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CHAPTER 4
COLLATERAL READING AND USE OF THE TEXTBOOK
One of the greatest functions of the teacher in instruction is
furnishing the child with a source of information.

Most children, aa

they enter high school are not familiar with literature to the extent
that would make possible the gaining of information outside the con
fines of the textbook.

This is especially true of grade students.

One function of the teacher, in part at least, is to open new fields
of information to the student.

This may be done in many ways.

Very

frequently the student’s own textbook is not sufficient for more than
the minimum requirements.
No one textbook fits the interest of all pupils.

The wording,

fora, appearance, pictures, index, questions, and so forth may appeal
to some students while not to others.

Sometimes oertain sections of a

text are so written that the subject matter is made more understandable
and interesting then other parts.

During the writer’s experience, he

has maintained a complete set of different texts in the subjects taughtj
and he found that the students, almost without exception, prefer to
study from a variety of textbooks.

So noticeable has this tendency been,

that at various times students have offered to purchase copies of texts
other than the one furnished by the school.
The need for fitting the textbook to the child can be partially
brought about by maintaining a shelf of parallel texts for the students.
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General reference books are an indispensible source of informa
tion in any school.
is the encyclopedia.

The most common form of general reference books
The chief value of a book such as this lies in

the fact that the material is arranged in an alphabetical order, which
makes it readily accessible for any topic.
Because of the necessity for economy that has been forced upon
the schools, especially within the last few years, many of the text
books have become more antiquated than ever before.

Mary of the text

books being used at the present time axe over five years old.

Thus,

much valuable information would be entirely missed by the students,
if total reliance were placed on the textbook.

One of the best means

of bringing the class work up to date is by way of the study of current
literature*

Even in cases where old texts are not being used, the time

that elapses from the time of writing -until the books are placed in the
hands of the pupils is so great that It is impossible to bring the in
formation entirely up to date."
Much of the information that children are required to learn, at
times ssema cold and dead.
through reading fiction.

This reaction can be partially reduced
Although much of the information gained in

this manner is false, it still furnishes the purpose of enlivening the
subject if the books are chosen carefully and with a purpose.

The

""Careful supplementing is necessary and the materials must
largely- be supplied by current and periodical literature. The purpose
of such reading is not only completeness and correctness of information
but the learning of a wise use of materials necessary for the progres
sive adult to keep in touch with the changes brought by each new day,"
M, J, Storaxand, Progressive Methods of Teaching (Houghton Mifflin Co.,
p, 581.
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writer recells the Interest a student displayed in biology in the study
of the unit on bacteriology after he had previously read "ArrowsaithB
by Sinclair Lewis.

Again, perhaps no subject has been more benefited

by the Influence of fiction than history in the reading of the works
of such authors as Scott.
The use of the sources of Information above will probably be
without success unless the student, knows exactly what he Is l^oit^ng
for in study.

This definiteness of purpose can be supplied to the

*
student by means of study guides.
Perhaps no one practice in teaching has been as condemned as the
use of textbooks.
used.

The value of the textbook depends upon how it is

2
The formal mechanical use of the textbook appears to be as prev

alent In one grade aa another, except for the first grade where the
vexy nature of the work of the grades prohibits its extensive use
(Table 17).

Still, twenty-eight per cent of first grade teachers use

the textbook in a formal manner.

Fifty per cent of the second grade

teachers U 3 e the textbook formally, 58.6 per cent in the second grade,
59.5 per cent In the third grade, 59.5 per cent in the fourth grade,
56.5 per cent in the fifth grade, 59.1 per cent In the sixth grade,
59.5 per cent in the seventh grade, and 55.1 per cent in the eighth
grade.
^ P e r h a p s the first thing that most students of teaching method
would say with reference to textbooks is that teachers are by far too
dependent upon them, in that they teach from them blindly and without
an effective consideration of the aims and values for their subjects
of the textbook i t s e l f H . R. Douglass, Modern Methods In High School
Teaching (Houghton Mifflin Co., 1926), p# 12.

use up to the seventh grade*

Ten and three-tenths per cent of the

teachers In the third grade use general reference books in their regu
lar procedure, 15.6 per cent in the fourth grade, 8.6 per cent in the
fifth grade, 17.5 per cent in the sixth grade, and 54.5 per cent and
21.8 per cent respectively in the seventh and eighth grades.
The use of current literature also increases up to the eighth
grade except for a drop in usage in the fifth grade.

Approximately

four per cent of the first and second grade teachers use current lit
erature as a regular procedure, 10.5 per cent of the third grade teach
ers, 9.8 per cent of the fourth grade teachers, 4.5 per cent of the
fifth grade teachers, 8.8 per cent of the sixth grade teachers, and
18.7 per cent of the seventh and eighth grade teachers.
used very little in the grades, one to eight.

Fiction is

In the first grade,

however, it is used by eight per cent of the teachers.

The fourth,

seventh, and eighth grade teachers use fiction to the extent of 8.2
per cent; the third, 6,8 per cent} the sixth, 4.5 per cent; and the
second and fifth grades use it not at all as a regular procedure.

Lit

tle variation in the extent of the use of stu4y guides as a regular
procedure is evident from Table 17.

They are used to the extent of

about twenty-five per cent, except in the third, fifth, and sixth
grades, where the extent is thirty-one per cent, 54,7 per cent, and
54.7 per cent, respectively.

As a frequent procedure, the formal use

of the text Increases from four per cent in the first grade to 18.7
per cent in the eighth grad®, with the highest usage in the third
grade and a drop in the fifth.
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Table 17
Regular Procedure for Source of Materiel for Student* in Grades
One to Eight
Procedures for
Source of
Materials

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures

£2E-Sfeagg&s_____1 - .......... i- .................5-...- .........4 ...............5............

6.

?

a

Formal use
of Text

28.0

60.0

58.6

59.3

56.5

59.1

59.3

53.1

Parallel
Texts

20.0

20.8

13.7

15.6

13.0

21.7

18.7

18.7

10.3

15.6

8.6

17.3

34.3

21.8

10.3

9.3

4.3

8.6

18.7

13,7

6,8

6,?

4.5

6.2

6.2

31.0

28.1

34.7

34.7

28.1

21.8

32

22___ J g s ___

32

32

General
Reference
Current
Literature

4.0

Fiction

8.0

4.1

Study Guides

20.0

£5.0

Number of
Teachers

25

24___ - l i ___

Parallel texts as a regular procedure are used by twenty per cent
of the first g ra d e teachers, £0*8 per cent of the second grade teachers,
13*7 per cent of the third grad© teachers, 15.6 per cent of the fourth
grade teachers, thirteen per cent of the fifth grade teachers, £1*7
per cent of the sixth grade teachers, 18,7 per cent of the seventh
grade teachers, and 18.7 per cent of the eighth grade teachers.
General reference books are not used in the first and second
grades, possibly due to the fact that the nature of the work in these
grades is not sufficiently advanoed in character to permit their use.
Their use begins in the third grade, with the tendency to Increase such
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use up to the seventh grade*

Ten and three-tenths per cent of the

teachers in the third grade use general reference* books in their reg
ular procedure, 15*6 per cent in the fourth grade, 9*3 per cent in the
fifth grad®, 17.X per cent in the sixth

grade,

end 54.5 per cent rod

£1.8 per cent respectively in the seventh and eighth grades.
Current Literature
Hie use of current literature- also increases up to the eighth
grade except for a drop in usage in the fifth grade.

Approximately

four per cent of first and second grade teachers use current litera
ture as a regular procedure, third grad© teachers, 10.5

>er cent;

fourth grade teachers, 3.5 per cent; fifth grade teachers, 4.3 per
csntj sixth grille teachers 8.6 per cent; end seventh and eighth grade
teachers, If.7 per cent.
one to eight.

Fiction is used very little in the grades,

In the first grade, however, It is used by eight per

cent of tiie teachers.

The fourth, seventh, end eighth grade teachers

use fiction to the extent of 6.2 per cent; the third, 6.9 per cent;
the sixth, 4.5 per cent} end second end fiftl grades use it not at all
as a regular procedure.

Little variation in the extent of the use of

study guides as a regular procedure is evident from Table 17.

They are

used to the extent of about twenty-five per cent, except In the third,
fifth, and sixth grades, where the extent is thirty-one per cent, 54.7
per cent, and 54.7 per cent, respectively.

As a frequent procedure,

the formal use of the text increases from four per cent in the first
grade to 11,7 per cent in the eighth grade, with the highest usage
in the third grade and a drop in the fifth.
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Table 13
Frequent Procedure for Source of JIaterial for Students
in Grades One tc Eight
Procedures for
Source of
Materials
for Students ... 1
Formal use
of Text

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
.

2

.

4

5

S

.

7

6

8

4.0

8.3

20,6

18.7

13.0

17.5

21.8

12.0

20.8

27.9

34.3

43.4

47.8

57.6

General
Reference

4.0

12.5

17.2

25.0

56.5

69.5

45.7

46.8

Current
Literature

8.0

12.5

6.8

15.6

54.7

47.8

40.6

34.5

Fiction

8.0

25.0

10.3

12.5

15.0

17.3

18.7

12.5

Stucfy' Guides

4,0

12.5

6.8

15.6

43.4

28.0

51.2

57.6

23
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As a frequent procedure, the text is used formally by four per
cent of the first grade teachers, 8.3 per cent of the second grade
teachers, £9.6 per cent of the third grade teachers, 18.7 per cent of
the fourth grad© teachers, thirteen per cent of the sixth grade teachers,
21.8 per cent of the seventh grade teachers, and 18.7 per cent of the
eighth grade teachers.

The extent of usage of parallel texts is fairly

uniform above the first grade, averaging 33,1 per cent through all the
grades.

General reference books are used more extensively as a frequent

procedure than as a regular procedure*

four per cent in the first

grade, 12.5 per cent in the second, 17.2 per cent in the third, twentyfive per cent in the fourth, 56.5 per cent in the fifth, 69.5 per cent
in the sixth, 5.7 per cent in the seventh, and 48.8 per cent in the

eighth grade.

Eight per cent of the first grade teachers use current

literature as a frequent procedure, IS.5 per cent of the second, 8.3
per cent of the third, 15.6 per cent of the fourth, 34.7 per cent of
the fifth, 47.8 per cent of the sixth, 40.6 per cent of the seventh,
and 34.S per cent of the eighth*

The use of fiction is fairly uniform

as a frequent procedure, except in the second grade where it is used
to the extent of twenty-five per cent.

Study guides as a frequent

procedure are used by four per cent of the first grade teachers, I f .5
per cent of the second, 6.8 per cent of the third, 15.6 per cent of
the fourth, 43.3 per cent of the fifth, twenty-six per cent of the
sixth, and 31.2 and 57.6 per cent of the seventh and eighth, respect
ively.
In the high school subjects, there is some variation in the
extant to which the textbook is used formally (Table 19).
Table 13
Regular Procedure for Source of Material for Students in
High School
Procedures for
Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
Source of
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Materials
Mathe- HistCoamer- Social Voca- Foreign
for Students English me-pics or/
Science cial
Science tlonal Language
Formal use
of Text

52.3

47.2

Parallel
Texts

22.5

14.0

General
Reference

19.0

10.8

57.1

2S.8

24.0

50.0

70.5

44,4

52.0

62.9

21.4

18.5

25.9

50.0

3.7

15.6

7.4

18.5

30.0

7.4
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Table 19
Procedures To r
Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
Source of
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Materials
Mnthe- HistCommer- Social Voca- Foreign
for Students English ratios or/
■■clence cjal... Sfltenoe.tlonal Language
Current
Literature

19.0

9.0

28.5

16.0

Fiction

13.0

1.8

2.3

1.5

9.2

7.7

16.6

24.8

Study Guides
Number of
Teachers

65

55

42

14.8

14.8

.64,.,,. ..17,____

£5.9

16.0

3.7

3.7

4.0

7.4

18.5

18.5

3.7

27

25

27

In English, mathematics, history, and science, the extent of
its use is about fifty per cent.

Sixty and three-tenths per cent of

the teachers of cornercial subjects use the text formally, and 6P.9
per cent of foreign language teachers use it formally. Social science
it
and vocational teachers uae/the least, 44.4 per cent and thirty-two,
respectively.

Twenty-two and five-tenths per cent of the teachers of

English use parallel texts, fourteen per cent of the teachers in mathe
matics, 25.8 per cent in history, 21.4 per cent in science, 18.5 per
cent in commercial subjects, 25.9 per cent in social science, thirty
per cent in vocational subjects, and 5.7 pea* cent in foreign languages.
Nineteen per cent of the teachers in English use general reference
books as a regular procedure, 10.8 per cent of the teachers in mathema
tics, twenty-four per cent in history, 15.6 per cent in science, 7.4
per cent in, commercial subjects, 13.5 per cent in social science, thirty
per cent in vocational subjects, and 7.4 per cent in foreign languages.
Nineteen per cent of the teachers in English use current literature as
a regular procedure, nine per cent of the teachers in mathematics, £8.5
per cent in history, sixteen per cent in science, 14.8 per cent In
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commercial subject8, 25.9 per cent in social science, sixteen per cent
in vocational subjects, and S.7 per cent in foreign languages*

Thirteen

per cent of the teachers in English use fiction as a regular procedure,
1*3 per cent of the teachers in mathematics, £.5 per cent in history,
1*5 per cent in science, none in commercial subjects, 5*7 par cent in
social science, four per cent in vocational subjects, and 7*4 per cent
in foreign languages.

Nine and two-tenths of the English teachers use

study guides as a regular procedure, 7,7 per cent of the teachers in
mathematics, 16*6 per cent in history, 24*8 per cent in science, 14,8
per cent in commercial subjects, 18.5 per cent in social science, 18,5
per cent in vocational subjects, and 5.7 per cent in foreign languages.
Based on years of teaching experience in the grades, 41,6 per
cent of the teachers with experience of one to three years employ a
formal mechanical use of the text as a regular procedure, 59,6 per cent
of four to six years, 52.7 per cent of seven to nine years, end fortysix per cent of ten years or more (Table 20).
Table 20
Regular Procedure for Source of Material for Students in Grades
One to Eight by leers of Teaching Experience
Procedures for
Source of
Materials

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Rho Reported Using the Designated Procedures

JcS.

7-9

10 or Over

Formal use
of Text

41.6

59.6

52.7

46.0

Parallel
Texts

8.5

24.1

12.5

24.0

16.1

18.6

20.0

General
Reference
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Table 20
Procedures for
Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Source of
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Materials
4-6
7-9
for Students
10 or Over
____ 1=2______
Current
Literature

25.0

18.1

4.8

4.0

8.5

8.0

2.7

4.0

Stu<ty Guides

19.4

20.9

50.5

58.0

Number of
Teachers

56

62

72

50

Fiction

Parallel texts are used by 8.S per cent of the teachers of ex
perience from one to three years, a3 a regular procedure, 24.1 per cent
of those from four to six years, 12.5 per cent from seven to nine years,
and twenty-four per cent from ten years or more.

General reference

books are not used as a regular procedure by teachers from one to
three years of experience.

They are used by 16.1 per cent of those

from four to six years experience, 16.6 per cent of those from seven
to nine years, and twenty per cent of those with ten or more years ex
perience.

Current literature

is used as a regular procedure by twenty-

five per cent of the teachers from one to three years of exoerience,
16.1 per cent by those of four to six years, 4.8 per cent by those of
seven to nine years, and four per cent by those of ten or more years
experience.

From this data, it is seen that teachers younger in ex

perience use current literature more than do the teachers of longer ex
perience.

The same tendency is noted in the use of fiction, where 8.5

per cent of those of one to three years exoerience used it as a regular
procedure.

It is used by eight per cent for those having four to seven
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years experience, by 2.7 p e r cent for those having seven to nine years,
and by four per cent of those having ten or acre years experience.
reverse Is true of study guides.

The

Nineteen and four-tenths per cent of

the teachers of one to three years of experience use them In their
regular procedure*

es 20.9 per cent for those of four to six, use

them, 30,5 per cent of those of seven to nine yesrs, and thirty-eight
for those of ten years or more.
In high school, years of experience is not a great factor in
determining the extent of the use of the various procedures for direct
ing students to the source of information.

It is noted here, however,

that the teachers oldest in experience do not use the text formally as

a regular procedure to such a great extent as thoie of lesser experience
do.

Fifty-nine per cent of the high school teachers having one to three

years of experience use the text formally as a regular procedure, 49*1
per cent of those of four to six years, sixty-four per cent of those
of seven to nine years, end 38.1 per cent of those of ten years or
more (Table 21).
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Table 21
Regular Procedure for Source of Material for Students in High
School by Years of Teaching Experience

1

H

s
o

Procedures for
Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Source of
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Materials
4-6
for Students____ ___ 1=5____
_____ Z=2_____
Formal use
of Text

59.0

49.1

64.0

58.1

Parallel Texts

14.7

8.1

58.3

28.0

General
Reference

14.7

6.5

32.0

14.0

Current
Literature

14.0

15,0

51.0

14.3

5.4

2.4

14,0

9.0

Fiction
Stucjy Guides

14.0
20.8

1B»1

Number of
-.JESPiteg_____________________________ ______________________________ ___
There is an increase in the uae of parallel texts in the high
school with an increase of experience? i. e., 14,7 per cent of those
of one to three years experience use parallel texts as a regular pro
cedure, 8,1 per cent of those of four to six years, 58,8 per cent of
those of seven to nine years, and twenty-eight per cent of those having
ten years or over of experience.

General reference books as a regular

procedure reach their greatest usage among those teachers of seven to
ninr

years of experience, thirt, -two per cent, 14,7 per cent for those

of one to three years of experience, 6,5 per cent of those of four to
six years, and fourteen per cent for those o? ten years or more experience.

fiction is used more as a regular procedure by thos of greatest ex
perience, fourteen per cent by those of ten years or more of experience
Study guides are used most by those with experience of from seven to
hine years, amounting to as much as 20.8 per cent, while those of one
to three years, four to six years, and ten years or more of experience
use them fourteen per cent, nine per cent, and 18.1 per cent, respect
ively, as a regular procedure.
Forme! use of the text book is the means employed by 51.5 per
cent of the grade teachers as a regular procedure in providing the
students with a source of information.

Fifteen and nine-tenths per

cent of them use this method frequently, 7.2 per cent use this method
occasionally and four per cent report that they have used it (Table 22)
Parallel texts books are more popular among the grade teachers as a
frecuent procedure then among high school teachers.

Thirty-three and

one-tenth per cent of the teachers use them frequently, 17.7 per cent
as a regular procedure, fourteen per cent as an occasional procedure,
and 8.1 per cent have used parallel texts.

General reference books are

mo 3 t popular among the grade teachers as an occasional and frecuent pro
cedure.

Thirty-four per cent of the grade teachers use them frequently

22.2 per cent use them occasionally, 14.5 per cent U3e them regularly,
and 5.2 per cent have used them.

Current literature is also most pop

ular as a frequent and occasional procedure.

It is used as a frequent

procedure by twenty-five per cent of the grade teachers, as an occasion
al procedure by twenty-three per cent, and 5.2 per cent have used it.
Fiction is most popular as an occasional procedure.

Twenty-one per

cent of the grade teachers use fiction occasionally, fifteen per cent

use it frequently, five per cent use it regularly, and eleven oer cent
have used it.

Study guides are used by 27.7 per cent of the grade teach

ers regularly, by 2 2 ,?. :>er cent frequently, 7,7 per cent occasionally,
and five per cent have used it.
The varous moans of providing the students with a source of in
formation are used in approximately the same manner in high school as
in the grades (Table £2),
Table 22
Percentages of Teachers in Grades One to Eight In Class B Schools in
Minnesota Who Used Sources of Material In Various Pays
1935
Procedures for
Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Sources of
Procedures in the Following hays
Materials
Have
Regular
. Occasionally
for Students . Used
Frequently
Procedure
Formal use
of Text

4,0

7.2

15,9

51.5

Parallel
Texts

3.1

14.0

35,1

17.7

General
Reference

5.2

22.2

54.0

14.5

Current
Literature

5.2

25.0

25,0

10.4

11.0

21.0

15.0

5,0

5.0

7.7

22.2

27,7

Fiction
Study Guides
Number of
..Teaphera

j s a ______________

The text is used formally as a regular procedure by 52.1 per cent
of all high school teachers, as a regular procedure, by 15,5 oer cent
as aa frequent procedure, by six per cent as an occasional procedure.
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Five and seven-tenths per cent have discontinued its use, formally
(Graph 23).

Parallel texts are used by 35.2 per cent of the teachers

as a frequent procedure, twenty per cent as a regular procedure, 13.2
per cent as an occasional procedure, end 8.1 per cent have discontinued
their use.

As in the grades, general reference books are most popular

among the teachers as a frequent procedure.
cent of the high school teachers as follows!

They are used by 38.5 per
25.3 per cent use them

occasionally, 16.2 per cent use them regularly, and 1.8 per cent have
discontinued their use (Table 23).
Table 25
Percentages of Teachers in the Class B High Schools in Minnesota Who
Used Sources of Material in Various Ways
1935
Procedures for
Source of
Materials

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the Following Ways
Have
Regular

Fcra&l use
of text

#.7

6.0

15.5

52.1

Parallel
texts

8.1

13.2

35.2

20.0

General
Reference

1.8

25.5

38.5

16.2

Current
Literature

4.5

22.6

27.4

16.5

Fiction

6.6

21.3

16.2

4.4

Study Guides

6.6

16,2.

19.0

14.4

Number of
Teachers

332
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Current literature is used by 27.4 per cent of the teachers as
a frequent procedure, 22.6 per cent as an occasional procedure, and
4.5 per cent have used them.

Fiction is used by the largert per cent

of them (21.5 per cent) as an occasional procedure, while 18.2 per cent
use it frequently, 4.4 per cent use it regularly, and 6,6 per cent have
discontinued its use as a source of information for the students.

Where

study guides are used by the larger per cent of the grade teachers
(27.7 per cent) as a regular procedure, they are used by the largest
per cent (13 per cent) of high school teachers as a frequent procedure.
Sixteen and two-tenths per cent of the teachers use them occasionally,
14.4 per cent used them as a regular procedure, and as in the grades,
the same per cent (6.6 jier cent) have discontinued their use.
Summary
In the grades, four per cent of the teachers have used the text
book formally.

Fifty-one and three-tenths per cent use it formally

as a regular procedure, 15.3 per cent as a frecuent procedure, and 7.2
per cent as an occasional procedure (Graph 15) •
Graph 15
Formal Mechanical Use of the Textbook For All Teachers in Grades
Scale
One to Eight
of Percentages________ 0___________ _________
Regular
Procedure
Used Frequently

5 1 . 5 $ ---- ----- ---- ------- — —
1 5 . 9 $ --------

Occasionally Used 7.2$ --Have Used

50________ _ J 5 _________ 100

4.0$ —

Number of Teachers_____________________220
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The textbook Is used formally and mechanically by 52,1 per cent
of the high school teachers as a regular procedure, by 15*5 per cent
as a frequent procedure, and by six per cent as an occasional procedure.
Five and seven-tenths per cent have used it (Graph 14).
Graph 14
Formal Us© of Text as a Means of Providing Source of Information for
High School Students
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25__________ 50__________ 75_________ 100
Regular
Procedure

5 2 * 1 $ ------------------------ — —

Used Frequently

15*556 ---

Used Occasionally 6*056 --Have Used

5.7$ —

fflW fe S E ..q f

_______1________________ £ 22__________________________________

Parallel textbooks are used In the grades as a freruent procedure
by 55*1 per cent of the teachers, by 17.7 per cent as a regular pro
cedure, by fourteen per cent as an occasional procedure.

They have

been used by 8.1 per cent of the teachers (Graph 15).
Graph 15
Us© of Parallel Textbooks by All Teachers in Grades One to Fight
Scale
________ 2___________ ££_______ ..Jgp___________ V2_________ i22
Used Frequently
Regular
Procedure

55.156 ..........

... .

17* 7 * ---------

Used Occasionally14.056 ------Have Used

8.1* ----

Number of Teachers____________________ ?20_______________________________

Thirty-five and two-tenthe per cent of the high school teachers
use parallel texts frequently, twenty per cent use them regularly, and
13.2

per cent use them occasionally.

Eight and one-tenth per cent

have used them (Graph 16).
Graph 16
Use of Parallel Textbooks by all Teachers in High
School
Scale
25__________ 52.
Used Frequently

35.2%

Regular
Procedure

80*058

Used
Occasionally

13.256

Have Used

JL

100

3.1%
332

Number of Teachers

Thirty-four per cent of the grade teachers U 3 e general reference
books frequently, 22.2 per cent use them occasionally, and 14.5 per cent
use them regularly.

Three and two-tenths per cent have used them (Graph 17)
Graph 17

Use of General Reference Books by All Teachers in Grades
One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages________ Q___________ g§__________ 50__________ £5_________ 100
Used Frequently

54.0%

Used
Occasionally

22.2%

Regular
Procedure

14.5% —

Have Used

5.2% —

Number of Teachers_______

m

4.5
Thirty-eight and five-tenths per cent of the high school teachers
use general reference books frequently, 25.5 per cent use them occasion
ally, and 16.2 per cent use them regularly.

One and eight-tenths have

used them (Graph 18).
Graph 18
Use of General Reference Books by All Teachers in High
School
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25__________ 50_______
Used Frequently

58.556 ------------

Used
Occasionally

25.556

Regular
Procedure

16.2J6

Have Used

75_________ 100

-

1.856 -

Number of Teachers
Twenty-five per cent of the grade teachers use current liter
ature frequently, twenty-three per cent use it occasionally, and 10.4
per cent use it regularly.

Three and tr -tenths per cent have used

it (Graph 19).
Graph 19
Use of Current Literature by All Teachers in Grades
One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ g§__________ §0__________ 75
Used Frequently

25.QJ6-------------

Used
Occasionally
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Regular
Procedure

10.456-----

Have Used
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Twenty «*#even and four-tenths per cent of the high school teach
ers use current literature frequently, 22,6 par cent us© it occasion
ally, and 16,5 per cent use it regularly.

Four and five-tenths per

cent have used it (Graph 20),
Graph 20
Use of Current Literature by All Teachers in High
School
Seale
of Percentages

0___________ 25

Used Frequently

27.4$ --------------

Used
Occasionally
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Regular
Procedure
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Twenty-on© per cent of all high school teachers use fiction as

an occasional procedure, fifteen per cent use it as frequent procedure,
and five per cent as a regular procedure.

Eleven per cent have used

it (Graph 21),
Graph 21
Use of Fiction by All Teachers in Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentage________ 0___________ 2§__________ £>Q__________ 75_________ IOC)
Used
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Used Frequently
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Fiction is used by 21.5 per cent of all high school teachers as
an occasional procedure, end 18.2 per cent as a frequent procedure.
Six and six-tenths per cent have used it, and 4.4 per cent use it as
a regular procedure (Graph 22).
Graph 22
Use of Fiction by All Teachers in High School
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25
_____ 50__________ 75_________ 100
Used
Occasionally
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Study guides are used by 27.7 per cent of the grade teachers as
a regular procedure, by 22,2 per cent as a frequent procedure, and by
7.7 per cent as an occasional procedure.

Five per cent report that

they have used them (Graph 25).
Graph 25
Use of Study Guides by All Teachers for Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25
50__________ 75
Regular
Procedure
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Used Frequently
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Stuqy guides are used

by nineteen per cent of the

high school teachers as a frequent procedure, by 16,2 per cent as an
occasional procedure, end by 14,4 per cent as a regular procedure.
They have been used by 6*6 per cent of the high school teachers (Graph £4).
Graph 24
Use of Study Guides by All Teachers in High School

Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25_________ _50__________ 75_________ 122.
Used Frequently
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Used
Occasionally

16.236

Regular
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As regular procedures in the grades, 51.S per cent of the
teachers use the textbook formally and mechanically, £7,7 per cent
use study guides, 17,7 per cent use parallel texts, 14,5 per cent uao
general reference books, 10,4 per cent use current literature, end
five per cent use fiction (Graph 25),

Graph 25
Regular Procedures for Providing a Source of Information for
Grade Students
Scale
of Percentages _________ 0____________ £5___________ §0. _________ 75_________ 10Q
Formal use
of Text
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Study Guides
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As a regular procedure in high school, 52.1 per cent use the
textbook formally and mechanically, twenty per cent use parallel texts,
16,5

per cent use current literature, 16.2 per cent use general refer

ence books, 14.4 per cent use study guides, and 4.4 per cent U3e
fiction (Graph 26).

Graph 28
Regular Procedures for Providing & Source of Information for
High School Students
Scale
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CHAPTER 5
SUPERVISED STUDY
In recent years it has become increasingly apparent that the prob
lem of insuring the effective study on the part of pupils is one of the
major problems of teaching.

It can not be too strongly impressed upon

a teacher that he cannot hope for any large measure of success in teach
ing if he makes vague assignments of lessons.

The pupils will not

learn them without definite assistance and direction.

Without close

supervision on the part of the teacher, some students will make little
progress and many will not make the progress they are capable of making.
Even at times when the assignments have been carefully made, many pupils
do not prepare them in a satisfactory manner.

Most pupils do not study

as much as they are expected to nor do they study as effectively as they
should.

This mistake in education can be partially reduced by properly

conducted supervised study.

Several administrative adjustments, such as

the Dalton plan, DeKalb alternate period plan, and the Batavia plan
have been suggested as a means of providing supervision of study.

How

ever, the teacher may not use these without administrative adjustment.
There are other plana such as the unassigned lesson plan, the conference
plan, divided period plan, and the flexible period plan which he may use
at will.
In the majority of schools of today, the students are exoected
to do much of their studying at home.

Educators are beginning to doubt

the value of home study, because the conditions in many homes are not
conducive to study.

By supervised study is not meant the policed study that is so
conventional in most schools of today,
what supervised study is meant to be.

directed study better illustrates
In supervised study the teacher

gives very definite directions as to steps, methods, and aims.

He makes

personal examination of tide work of individual students without inter
fering with the work of others.

The studying is usually best done under

the supervision of the teacher who gave the assignment.

Thus, becuase

of his knowledge of the assignment, he is able to give supplementaiy
direction, tests, and approve the work of the students.

He may move

about among the students, have the students come to him, or he may go
to the students to give assistance.
In most cases where a part of the recitation period is used in su
pervised study, the period is divided into two equal parts, one part for
study and one for recitation, or the division of the period is left to
the discretion of the teccher.

Another form of supervised study is what

1
Stormzand

calls "cooperative study," in which procedure the texts are

open, the teacher takes an active part, pointing out main divisions, per
taining to the lesson, important points, asking questions, giving inci
dentally, supplementary information or restating, and clarifying the
statements of the text.
Some teachers set aside certain periods per day or week for super
vised study for a class, while others conduct such periods for special
groups of students.
Thirty-six per cent of first grade, fifty per cent of second grade J
51.7 per cent of third grade, 27.5 per cent of fourth grade, 50.4 per
cent of fifth grade, 59.1 per cent of sixth grade, 56.2 per cent of
J. Stormzand, Progressive Methods of Teaching (Houghton Miff
lin Co., 1924), p. 18.
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seventh grade, and fifty per cent of eighth grade teachers use super
vised study as a part of their regular procedure in the class periods
(Table 24).
Table 24
Regular Procedure for Supervised Study in Grades One to Eight
Procedures
for
Supervised
Instruction___

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades Who
Reported Using the Designated Procedures
1

.2

... A . . . -4.

5

7

6

8

Supervising
part of
class period 5Q,0

40.0

51.7

57.5

50.4

59.1

56.2

50.0

Supervising
Designs ted
periods per
week

29.1

57.9

55.1

69.5

60.8

46.8

57.5

6.8

5.1

18.7

44,0

Supervising
Study lor
Special
Student

8,0

Cooperative
Study

52,0

25,0

24.1

Number of
Teachers

25

24

29

_ 2 2 ___

8.6

17.5

5.1

26.0

25.0

28.1

£5

52

52

Forty-four per cent of the first grade, 29.6 per cent of the sec
ond grade, 37.9 per cent of the third grade, 55.1 per cent of the fourth
grade, 69*5 per cent of the fifth grade, 60,8 per cent of the sixth
grade, 46,8 per cent of Idle seventh grade, and 57,5 per cent of the
eighth grade teachers use definite periods per day or week as a regular
procedure for supervised 3tudy.

Supervised study for special groups of

students is veiy rare in the grades.

As a regular procedure, it is used

by eight per cent of the teachers In the first grade, 6.8 per cent of

the teachers in the third grade, 3.1 per cent in the fourth grade, 8.6
per cent in the sixth grade, and 3.1 per cent of the teachers in the
eighth grade.
Cooperative Study
Cooperative study as a regular procedure is used more by the
primary and upper grades than in the intermediate grades.

The percentage

of teachers that use cooperative study as a regular procedure drops from
thirty-two per cent in the first grade to slightly over one-half that
amount, 17.5 per cent, in the fifth grade and then increases to 28.1
per cent in the eighth grade.
In the high school subjects there is very little variation in the
extent to which supervised study, during a part of the recitation period,
is used as a regular procedure (Table 25).
Table 25
Regular Procedure for Supervised Study in High School Subjects
Procedures
Percentages of Teachers of the following Subjects
for
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Supervised
Mathe- HistCorner- Social Voca- Foreign
Study________ English astics o r /
Science cial
.
,Language
Part period

44.6

56.3

52.3

51.5

52.0

52.9

52.0

52.0

Definite
period

15.3

5.5

16.6

15.6

18.5

14.8

16.0

24.0

Special
student

4.0

1.5

Cooperative
study

22.8

Number of
teachers

65

20.0

9.5

10.7

_5 5 ___

42

64

7.4

g?

52.0

£7

....2S

16.0

16.0

..

27

In all subjects except English and mathematics, supervised
study a part of class period Is used as a regular procedure by approx
imately fifty-two per cent of teachers.

In English it is used in the

above manner by 44,6 per cent of teachers, and in mathematics to a
greater extent (56,3 per cent).
Definite periods per day or week are used as a regular procedure
by 15,S per cent of English teachers, 5.5 per cent of mathematics teach
ers, 16.6 per cent of history teachers, 15.8 per cent of science teach
ers, 18.5 per cent of commercial teachers, 14,8 per cent of social science
teachers, sixteen per cent of vocational subjects teachers, and twentyfour per cent of the foreign language teachers.

Supervised study for

special groups of students as a regular procedure for high school sub
jects is practically non-existent.

One and five-tenths per cent of the

science teachers, and four per cent of the teachers of vocational sub
jects report its use as a part of their regular procedure.

Cooperative

study as a regular procedure Is used by 22.5 per cent of the teachers of
English, twenty per cent of the teachers of mathematics, 9.5 per cent of
the teachers of history, 10,7 per cent of the teachers of science, 7.4
per cent of the teachers of commercial subjects, thirty-two per cent of
the teachers of social science, sixteen per cent of the teachers of vo
cational subjects, and foreign languages.
Supervised study as a part of the class period is a common prectic in grades one to eight (Table 26),
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Table 26
Frequent Procedures for Supervised Stud/ in Grades One to Eight
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study.

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades Who
Reported Using the Designated Procedures
___ 1

Supervised
part of
class period 20.0

5

.4

6

... .5 .

7

....a _____

20.1

20.6

12.5

26.0

30.4

21,8

18.7

4.0

4.1

IS.7

3.3

17.5

13.0

62.0

13.0

Supervised
stu d y for
special
students

28.0

23.1

17.2

12.5

50.4

26.0

18.7

3.3

Cooperative
stiufy

28.0

21.6

44.8

53.3

52.1

52.1

55.1

46.8

Number of
teachers

Jr'S

24

23

52

23

32

32

Supervised
designated
period per
week

____

Supervised Study A Part of Class Period
Mot only is supervised study used extensively as a regular pro
cedure, but also by twenty per cent of the teachers as a frequent pro
cedure, with the exception of its use as a frequent procedure b;; only
twelve per cent of the teachers in the fourth grade.

The extent to

which designated periods are used as a frequent procedure varies con
siderably throughout the grades.
use

Used in this manner, the extent of its

varies from four per cent with the first grade teachers to seventeen

per cent with the fifth grade teachers.

Although supervised study in

special groups is used rarely as a regular procedure, it is a oonmonly

used practice as a part of the frequent procedures of grade teachers.
The grades fall low in its use, in this ret >ect.

Twelve and five-tenths

per cent of the fourth grade teachers, and 9.3 per cent of the eighth
grade teachers use this practice as a frequent procedure.
per cent lower than its use in the other grades.

This is five

Cooperative study also

ranks higher in extent of use as a frequent procedure than as a regular
procedure.

In grades one, two, three, and eight, less than fifty per

cent of the teachers use it as a frequent procedure, while in grades
four, five, six, and seven, over fifty- per cent of the teachers use it
as a frequent procedure.
In the high school, as in the grades, cooperative study is used
by sore teachers as a frequent procedure than as a regular procedure
(Table 27).
Table 27
Frequent Procedure for Supervised Study in High School Subjects
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study
Part period

Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
$*ethe- HistComraer- Social Voca- Foreign

13.8

14.5

14.2

Definite
periods

7.6

5.4

2.3

Special groups

7.6

10.8

4.5

3.0

41.4

40.0

42.6

37.4

55

42

Cooperative
study

Nuaber of
, teachgra____ 65

15.0

___

22.2

14.8

7.4

20.0

5.7

4.0

3.7

4.0

12.0

25.9

25.9

44.0

52.0

27

27

25

27
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There Is the 3&me tendency for supervised study as for cooperative.
Where supervised study for special groups is used rarely by teachers as
a regular procedure, its use as a frequent procedure is greater than its
use as a regular procedure, except in the comraerical subjects.

The use

of definite periods per day or week by the teachers of high school sub
jects is negligible.
Supervised study as a pert of the recitation period and as a
regular procedure Is used by fifty per cent of the teachers with one to
three years of experience, thirty-seven per cent of the teachers with
four to six years of experience, 48*6 per cent of the teachers with
seven to nine years of experience} and forty-four per cent of the teach
ers with ten or more years of experience (Table 28).
Table 28
Regular Procedure for Supervised Study .in Grades One to Eight by
Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
1— 5__________ 4^-6______

7-9__________ 10 or Over

Supervised part
of class
period

50.0

37.0

48.6

44.0

Supervised
designated
periods a
week

30v5

48.5

54.1

46. e

4.8

6.0

For special
groups of
students

5.5
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Table 28 (Continued)
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study
Cooperative
stud^y

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
1-3

10.0

.. 4-0

17.7

_

_ 7-3

10 or Over

27.7

34.0

Nuaber of
__ tg&SbSFM ____ ___ 22______ ____ ML______ ____ Z £ ~

_______ JLQ_________

Definite periods for supervised study as a regular procedure is
used by 30*5 per cent of the teachers with one to three years of ex
perience, 40*3 per cent of the teachers with four to six years of ex
perience, £4.1 per cent of the teachers with seven to nine years of
esxjjerience, and forty-six per cent of the teachers with ten or acre
years of experience.
Supervised Study for Special Groups
Supervised study for special groups of students is not provided
for by teachers with four to six years of experience, and rarely by all
other experience groups.
The greater the years of experience, the greeter Is the use of
cooperative study as a regular procedure in the grades.

Cooperative

study as e regular procedure is used by 16,8 per cent of the teachers
with on© to three years of experience, 17.7 per cent, of those with four
to six years of experience, 27,7 per cent of those with seven to nine
years of experience, and thirty'-four tier cent of those with ten or
sore years of experience.
In supervised study, a port of the recitation ?erioi is used in
high school as a regular procedure by £9.7 per cent of the teachers with
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one to three years of experience, by 47.5 per cent of file teachers with
four to six years of experience, by sixty-four per cent of the teachers
with seven to nine years of experience, and by sixty per cent of the
teachers with ten or more years of experience (Table 29).
Table 29
Regular Procedure for Supervised Stu^y in High School Subjects by
Years of Experience
Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures

Procedures
for
Supervised
Study ...........

. 1-S....... . 4-8__________ 7-9

Part of period

59.7

47.5

64.0

60.0

Definite period

18.5

8.1

17.0

19,2

13 or Over____

5,6

Special group
Cooperative
study

14.7

Number of
teachers

88

15.5

122

18,0

25.4

67
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Definite periods per day or week for supervised study are not
used as a regular procedure to such a great extent by high school teach
ers as by grade teachers.

Definite periods as a regular procedure are

used by 18.5 per cent of the teachers of one to three years of experience,
by 8.1 per cent of the teachers with four to six years of experience,
by seventeen per cent of the teachers with seven to nine years of ex
perience, and by 19.2 per cent of the teachers with ten or more years
of experience.

Supervised study for special groups of students is not

provided for in high school as a regular procedure.
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Cooperative study as a regular procedure is used by more teachers
who have more years of experience than by those who have fewer years of
experience.

The percentage of teachers who use this practice in the

above manner incr eases from 14.7 per cent of the teachers with one to
three years of experience to 15.5 per cent of the teachers with four to
six years of experience, to eighteen per cent of those with seven to
nine years of experience, and £5.4 per cent by those of ten or more
years of experience.
Supervised study as a part of the recitation period and as a
frequent procedure is used to the greatest extent by teachers with the
fewest years of experience, wlxile supervised stu^jr for definite periods
is used to the greatest extent by teachers with the fewest- years of ex
perience (Table 50).
Table 50
Freauent Procedure for Supervised Study in Grade* One to Eight
by Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience!
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
1-5

4-S

7-9

10 or Over

Supervised part
of class period £5.0

£2,5

20,8

20,0

Designated periods
per week
11.1

8.0

15.8

4.9

12.3

12.9

18.0

Eor special
groups

16.6

Table 30 (Continued)
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
____ 1=2__________ 4-6__________ 7-9

Cooperative
study
Nuxber of
teachers

41,6

___ §2____

____

19 or Over

59,6

43.0

44.0

62

72

50

Supervised stutty for special groups of students is used toy 16*6
per cent of the teachers with one to three years of experience, 12,3
per cent by the teachers with four to six years of experience.

Cooper

ative study as a frequent procedure is used by approximately the same
percentage of teachers in all experience grouoa, exce >t those with four
to six years of experience, in which case it is used to a greater ex
tent.
The data as presented in Table SI shows that as the years of
teaching experience increases, tho extent to which to* chers utilize su
pervised stucty as a part of the recitation period as a frequent procedure
decreases.
Table 31
Frequent Procedure for Supervised Study in High School Subjects by
Year8 of Experience
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study
Part of period
Definite period

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Pxperience
Groups Who Reported Using the designated Procedures
1-3

... ._____ 4-6

7-3

.

. 10 or Over

21.5

16*2

10.4

7.2

5.5

5.7

1.5

1.8
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Table 31 (Continued)
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study
Special groups
Cooperative
study

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
___1-3,__________ 4-6__________ 7-3

10 or O v e r ___

4.4

3.2

13.5

9.1

44.3

35,2

48.0

34.5

67

55

Number of
..fefifeflfeffiH...

■-8ft_____ ____ m ______

Definite periods per day or week, and supervised study for
special groups are used rarely as a frequent procedure by high school
teachers, while cooperative study is used by 44,3 per cent of the teach
ers with one to three years of experience, by 55,2 per cent of the
teachers with four to six years of experience, by foriy-eight per cent
of the teachers with seven to nine years of experience, and by 34,5 per
cent of the teachers with ten or more years of experience.
In Table 32 the various practices for supervised study are
closely analysed including the percentage of teachers who have used
each practice and who occasionally use each practice, besides those who
use each practice frequently, and as a regular procedure.
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Table 32
Percentages of Teachers In Grades One to Eight in Class B Schools in
Study
Minnesota Whc Used Supervised /
'n Various Ways
1955
Procedures
Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
for
Procedures in the Following Ways
Srjervised
Have
Regular
___________ ...... - ^dcasipnally
Frequently.... Procedure
Part of
class period

5.4

11.5

22.0

44.5

Designated
periods per
week

2.7

5.4

9.4

46.8

15.0

20.4

19.0

5.6

47.7

_____ £4*5

For special
groups
Cooperative

__________ _____ i s#a.

Supervised study as a pert of the class period is used by approx
imately eight times as nary teachers as a regular pr cedure as those who
have used it four tines as many as those who use it occasionally, and
two times as many as those who use it frequently.

The same tendency

is true with definite period# per d^y or week, in which case, approxi
mately fifteen times as nans' teachers use it regularly as those who have
used it, eight tiaes as raaqy as those who use it occasionally, and over
four tines a# many as those who use it frequently.

The same trend is

not true for supervision for special groups of students, in which case
this practice is used by more teachers as an occasional procedure than
in the other three procedures.

This table indicates that very few

teachers have used the practice of cooperative study without continuing
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to use it.

This statement el so applies to supervised stucfy by definite

periods per week.

Forty-seven and seven-tenths per cent of the grad©

teachers use cooperative study as a freiuent procedure, 24,5 per cent
as a regular procedure, twelve per cent as an occasional procedure, and
5.1 per cent have used it.

Supervised study during a part of the class

period in high school is used most frequently as a regular procedure.
Supervised attt<fy in definite periods is used rarely, but when used at
all, is used mainly as a regular procedure.

Supervised study for spe

cial groups is used very little as regular and frequent procedures,
but is used by 16.5 per cent of high school teachers occasionally, while
15.2 per cent of the teachers report that they have used it (Table 55).
Table 55
Percentages of Teachers in High School in Class B Schools in
Study
.Itnneaot Who Used Supervised /
in Various fays
1955
Procedures
for
Supervised
Study

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the Following Ways
Have
Regular
Used
Occasionally
Frequently
Procedure

Part of period

5.4

11.2

15.0

51.2

Definite
period

6.0

6.0

5.6

14.7

12.2

17.4

6.6

6.0

8.7

20.0

29.1

16.5

Special groups
Cooperative
study
Nuaber of
tq*-chera_____

J& Z _______________
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Summary
A part of the recitation period is used by 44.5 per cent of the
grade teachers as a regular procedure.

Twenty-two per cent use it as

a frequent procedure, 11.S per cent as an occasional procedure, and 5.4
per cent have used it (Graph 27).
Graph 27
Extent to Which Supervised Study During the Class Period is Used by
All Teachers in Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25___________ 50_________ 75_________ 100
Regular Procedure44.5$----------------------Frequent
Procedure

22.0$ — ----- — —

Occasional
Procedure

11.3$ —

Have Used

••-

5.4$ —

Number of teachers__________________ 220___________________________________
In high school, 51.2 per cent of the teachers used & part of the
class period for supervised study.

Fifteen per cent use it frequently,

eleven per cent use It occasionally, and 5,4 per cent have used it
(Graph 28).
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Graph 28
Extent to Which Supervised Study During a Part of Class Period is Used
by All High School Teachers
Scale
of Percentages_______ 0 ___________ 25__________ SO_________ 75_________ 100
Regular
Procedure

51,2% ----- ---------------------

Frequent
Procedure

I S .0 % -------

Occasional
Procedure

11.0% -----

Have Used

5.4% —

fimbitS. -(C ..^ .c h g ra ___________________ J S k ______________________________
Definite periods per day or week for supervised study are used
by 46.8 per cent of the grade teachers.

Nine and four-tenths per cent

use definite periods frequently, 5,4 per cent use them occasionally,
and 2.7 per cent have used them (Graph 29).
Graph 29
Extent to Which Supervised Study in Designated Periods Per Day or Week
is Used by All Teachers in Grades One to Eight
Scale
of .EttgBnJtSfigB________ 0___________ 2£__________ £0__________ 75_________ £00
Regular
Procedure

46.3% —

Used Frequently

9.4% —

Used
Occasionally

5.4% — ■

Have Used

2.*$ —

Number of Teachers

200
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Designated periods per day or week are used as a regular proce
dure for supervised study by 14.7 per cent of the high school teachers
and as an occasional procedure by six per cent.

Six per cent have used

this method and 5,8 per cent use it frequently (Graph 50).
Graph 50
Extent to Which Supervised Study in Designated Periods Per Day or leek
Is Used by All High School Teachers
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ ____________ 50__________ 75_________ 100
Regular
Procedure
Used
Occasionally

14. n

--------

6.0* ---

Have
Used

6.0# ---

Used
Frequently

3.6* —

Number of Teachers______________________ 882_______________________________
Coopora^rv© study is used by 47.7 per cent of the grade teachers
as a fre uent procedure.

Twenty-four and five-tenths per cent use it

regularly, twelve per cent use it occasionally, and 5.1 per cent have
used It (Graph 51).
Graph 51
Fxtont to Which Cooperative Study its TJaed by All Teachers in Grades
One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages

... Q ... .

Used
Frequently

47.7* -----

Regular
Procedure

24.5* -----

..... .25....

50

75

100
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Graph SI (Continued)
Scale
q f P e r c e n t a r a s _______ 0___________ 2§__________ 5C5__________ 75_________ 100
Used
Occasionally
Have Used

12*038 -----3.13b —
_____________ __________220______________________________

Cooperative study is used by S9.1 per cent of the high school
teachers, as a freouent procedure.

Twenty per cent use it occasionally,

16*5 per cent uee it regularly, and 8.7 per cent have used it (Graph 52),
Graph 52
Extent to Ihich Cooperative Study Is Used by High School Teachers
Scale

p lJEssfissteg a ______ 2_________ £§________ so.................78_______ 122
Used
Frequently

59.138

Used
Occasionally

20.0)8

Regular
Procedure

16.5)8

Have Used

8.7%

Huaber of Teachers .

Aa a part of their regular procedure for supervised study, 46,8
per cent of the grade teachers use definite periods periods per day or
week, 44.5 per cent use a part of the recitation, 24,5 per cent use
cooperative study, and 5.6 per cent use supervised study for special
groups of students (Graph

55)•
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Graph S3
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Supervised Study in Grades
One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages

______ 0

£5__________ 50________ 75___________ 100

Definite Procedure
Per *eek or Dey
46.8%
Pert of Class

44.5%

Cooperative
Stu4y

24.536

For Special
Groups

3.6%
_____________________ m ______________ ___________________

As a part of their regular procedure for supervised study, 51*2
per cent of the high school teachers use a part of the recitation period,
16.5

per cent U3e cooperative study, 14.7 per cent use definite periods,

and six per cent use supervised study for specall groups of students
(Graph 24).
Graph 34
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Supervised Study in High School
Scale

.?,f. &qr.q?.steffia________2__ ________ ___________ £2___ _______ Z§_________ 1 2 2
Part of Class
Period

51.236

Cooperative
Study

16.5%

Definite
Periods

14.7%

For Special
Groups

dumber o f Teeoliera

6.036

552
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CHAPTER 6

'I0TI7ATTHQ INSTRUCTION
The problem of interest p l a / s an important part in education*
Success in all teaching involves the arousing of sufficient interest on
the part of the pupil to motivate studyj that is, to induce hirs to read
or think about some topic or problem.^- Interest is a state of feeling
th> t- accompanies pertinent learning.

This indicates that one way of

arousing a genuine interest is to lead the pupils to see the signifi
cance of what they are undertaking.

Unfortunately the values or advan

tages of many phases of school work are not readily apparent to the
learner.

This is, in pert, due to the fact that education is carried

on in an academic and artificial setting, and, in pert, due to the feet
that the significance of an undertaking in school is so remote that the
pupil is too immature to recognize the values that will come from this
study.

One important duty of the teacher, then, is to motivate the

learner’s attention in spite of his inability to recognise the value
that may come to him in the future from his academic learning.
The educational problem of motivating attention on factors that
seem remote to the student has been met in part by the use of s ich
procedures as motivating devices, special honors for superior work,
achievement tests for comparison with the student's own record,
^B*4y observation has convinced me that the basic thing in teach
ing is to get the interest of the children; if you get that, you can't
stop them from learning, and if you don't get that, they won't learn,
no matter what you do." W. C. Ruediger, Teaching Procedures (Houghton
Mifflin Go., 195E), p. 515.
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achievement tests for comparison with others in the class,

2

sighting

instances of practical application, study of famous men and women, private
reprimand, personal conferences, and public commendation.

These are not

all the procedures that have been used in an effort to gain the pupil*s
interest, but they constitute some of 11*6 most popular ones.
Use of Motivating Devices
As a regular procedure, motivating devices are used by sixty-eight
per cent of the first grade teachers in the Class B schools of Minnesota,
45.8 per cent of the second grade teachers, 65.5 per cent of the third
grade teachers, 55.1 per cent of the fourth grade teachers, 45.4 per
cent of the fifth grade teachers, 50.4 per cent of the sixth grade teach
ers, twenty-five per cent of the seventh grade teachers, and 21.8 per
cent of the eighth grade teachers (Table 54).
Special honors for superior work as a means of aotivatint inter
est is used to a greater extent in the lower grades than in the upper
grades.

This means of motivation is used by forty per cent of the

first grade teachers, 37.5 per cent of the second grade teachers, thirtyone per cent of the third grade teachers, 18.6 per cent of the fourth
grade teachers, 21.7 per cent of the fifth grade teachers, 17.2 per cent
of the sixth grade teachers, 12,5 per cent of the seventh grade teachers,
and 15.7 per cent of the eighth grade teachers.
g

-------------------------------------"Students like to have goal3 toward which to aim in developing
their abilities. Standard tests permit of objective measurement, so
that competition between classes or schools is possible. What is
still better, standard tests and scales permit the student to coapete
with his own record." H. R, Douglass, Modern Methods in High School
Teaching (Houghton Mifflin Co., 1926), pp. 405-404.
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Table 34
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Motivation in Grades One to Eight

Procedures
for
Motivation

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades Who
Reported Using the Designated Procedures
. 1 ..

2

5

... .,4

5

6

7

8

Motivating
Devices

68.0

45.8

65.5

53.1

45.4

30.4

25.0

21.8

Special
Honors

40,0

37.5

31.0

18.6

21.7

17.2

12.5

15.7

For Competi
tion with
Self

28.0

16,6

£7.5

31,2

21.7

34.4

25.0

31.4

Achievement
Tests for
Competition
with Class

20.0

24.3

27.5

25.0

21.7

21.7

21,8

25.0

Practical
Application

4.0

4.2

17.2

15.7

13.0

17,2

13.6

25.0

4,2

17.2

34,3

34.4

50.4

12.5

12.5

8,3

6.8

6.2

17.2

13.0

6.2

12.5

, 3.4

5.1

3.1

6.2

10.4

6.2

25.0

21.8

Study of
Famous Men
and Women
Private
Reprimand

12.0

Private
Conference
Public Com
mendation

8,0

Number of
,..Xgaslasrs____

20,3

___ _£4___

29

32

£1.7

.25___

a.7

2S

___

32

As & means of motivation, achievement tests— for the purpose of
students to compete with their own past records— are employed by twentyeight per cent of first grade teachers, 16.6 per cent of the second
grade, £1.7 per cent of the fifth grade, 34.4 per cent of the sixth
grade, twenty-five per cent of the seventh grade, and 31.4 per cent of
the eighth grade.

Achievement Tests
Achievement tests for competition with the class as a regulr pro
cedure for motivating learning are used by approximately the same per
cent of the teachers in the various grades as in the preceding statement.
This procedure is used by twenty per cent of the first grade teachers,
24.9 per cent of the second grade teachers, 27.5 per cent of the third
grade teachers, twenty-five per cent of the fourth grade teachers, 21.7
per cent of each the fifth and sixth grade teachers, 21.8 per cent of
the seventh grade teachers, and twenty-five per cent of the eight grade
teachers.

Reference to the practical applications of principles learned

is used to s greater extent by the teachers in the upper grades than in
the lower grades as a regular procedure for motivating interest.

Four

per cent of the teachers in the first grade, 4.2 per cent of those in
the second, 17,2 per cent of those in the third, 15.7 per cent Of those
in the fourth, thirteen per cent of those in the fifth, 17.2 per cent
of those i~. the sixth, 18.6 per cent of those in the seventh, and twentyfive per cent of those in the eighth grades endeavor to motivate interest
by this procedure.
Study of Famous Men and Women
The study of famous men and women as a regular procedure for
motivation is used by a greater percentage of the teachers in the inter
mediate grades than in the lower and upper grades.
used by the teachers In the first grade.

This procedure is not

However, 17,2 per cent in the

third grade, 54,2 per cent in the fourth grade, 54.4 per cent in the
fifth grade, 50,4 per oent in the sixth grade, and 12.5 per cent in each

the seventh and eighth grades.

Twelve per cent of the first grade, 8.5

per cent of the second grade, 6.8 per cent of the third grade, 6.5? oer
cent of the fourth grade, 17.2 per cent of the fifth grade, thirteen
per cent of the sixth grade, 6*2 per cent of the seventh grade, and 12.5
per cent of the eighth grade teacher® use private reprimand as a regular
procedure for motivation.

Private conferences, for the purpose of motiva

tion, are used by very few teachers in the grades, as a part of their
regular procedures.

They are used by 5.4 per cent, 5.1 per cent, 31*1

per cent, and 6.2 per cent of the teachers In the third, fourth, seventh,
and eighth grades respectively.

Public commendation is used by a greater

percentage of teachers in the upper four grades than by those in the
lower four grades.

It is used as a regular procedure by eight per cent,

20.8 per cent, 10.4 per cent, 6,2 per cent £1.7 per cent, 21,7 per cent,
twenty-five per cent, and 21,9 per cent o f the teachers in grades one to
eight respectively.
The extent to which motivating devices are used by teachers in
the grades as a part of their regular procedure for motivation is
greater than the extent to which it is used in high school.

Motivating

devices are used by 15.8 per cent of the English teachers, 14.5 per
cent of toe mathematics teachers, 21.5 per cent of the history teachers,
20.3 per cent of the science teachers, 7*4 per cent of each of the com
mercial, social science, and foreign language teachers, and 5.2 per cent
of the teachers of vocational subjects (Table 55).
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Specie! honors for superior work ere given aa a regular procedure
by 10.7 per cent of the English, 7.2 per cent of the mathemti.es, 7.1
per cent of the history, 6.2 per cent of the science, 22.2 per cent of
the commercial, 7*4 per cent of the social science, twelve per cent of
the vocational, and S.7 per cent of the foreign language teachers.
Achievement tests for the purpose of self competition as a regular pro
cedure for motivation ere used hy 18.4 per cent of teachers of English,
twenty per cent of those of mathematics, 3.5 per cent of those of hist
ory, 15.6 per cent of those of science, 35.5 per cent of those of com
mercial subjects, 7*4 per cent of those of social science, four per cent
of those of vocational subjects, and 7.4 per cent of those in foreign
language.

Similar tests for competition with the class are used by

55.3 per cent of the commercial teachers, and 22.2 per cent of the so
cial science teachers*

Ahey are used ’
qy 12.5 per cent of the English,

14.5 per cent of the mathematics, 16.6 per cent of the history, 18.7 per
cent of the science, eight per cent of the vocational, and 11.1 per cent
of the foreign language teachers.
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Table 35
Regular Procedure of Teachers for Motivation in High School Subjects
Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
M&the- HistGommer- Social Voce- Foreign
.PM ___ SftHgagft .pjal,____ Science tlonal Language

Procedures
for
^.tlva.liqn ....
Motivating
Devioes

15.8

14.5

21.4

20.5

7.4

7.4

3.7

4.4

Special
Honors

10.7

7.2

7.1

6.2

22.2

7.4

12,0

3.7

Achievement
Test Com
peting with
Self

18.4

20.0

9.5

15.6

35.5

7.4

4.0

7.4

Achievement
Test Com
peting with
Class

12.5

14.5

16.6

13,7

53.5

22.2

8.0

11.1

Practical
Application

9.2

14.5

14.2

23.4

29.0

11.1

48.0

3.7

20,0

9.0

23.8

20.5

18.5

25.9

8*0

7.4

7.6

5.6

16.6

9.5

7.4

14.8

12.5

1.8

11.9

7.9

3.7

3.7

17.0

3.7

7.6

12.7

14.2

7.3

11.1

14.8

8,0

11.1

27

27____

Men and
Women
Private
Reprimand
Private
Conference
Public
Commendation
Number of
Teachers

65

55

- M ___

5,7

25

27

Practical applications as a regular procedure for motivation in
high school are used by forty-eight per cent of the vocational, 29.6 per
cent of the commercial, and 23.4 per cent of the science teachers.

It

is used also by 9.2 per cent of the English, 14.5 per cent of the mathe
matics, 14.2 per cent of the history, 11.1 per cent of the social science,
and 5.7 per cent of the foreign language teachers.
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A b a regular procedure for motivation, twenty per cent of the
English, nine per cent of the a&thMMtlcs, P.5,8 per cent of the history,
20,3 per cent of the science, 18,5 per cent of the commercial, 25,0 per
cent of the social science, eight per cent of the vocational, and 7.4
per cent of the foreign language teachers employ the study of famous
men and women.

The percentages of teachers who use private reprimand

as a regular procedure are 7,8 per cent, 3,0 per cent, 16,6 per cent,
9,5

per cent, 7,4 per cent 14,3 per cent, 3.7 per cent for the subjects

of English, mathematics, history, science, commercial, social science,
and foreign languages, respectively.
procedure.

Ho vocational teachers use this

Private conferences are used for motivation purposes by

12,8 per cent of the English, 1,8 per cent of the mathematics, 7,9 per
cent of the science, twelve per cent of the vocational, 3,7 per cent
of each the commercial, social science, and foreign language teachers.
Public commendation for motivation is used by 7,6 per cent of the English
teachers as a regular procedure, 12,7 per cent of the mathematics teachers,
14,2 per cent of the history teachers, 7,9 per cent of the science teach
ers, 11,1 per cent of the commercial teachers, 14,8 per cent of the so
cial science teachers, eight per cent of the vocational teachers, and
11.1 per cent of the foreign language teachers.
The greatest percentages of grade teachers who use motivating
devices as a regular procedure have from four to nine years of teaching
experience (Table 58),

Thirty-six and one-tenth per cent of those

having one to three years of experience use motivating devices, 48.5
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per cent of those having four to six years of experience, 48,6 per cent
of those having seven to nine years of experience, and thirty-six per
cent of those having ten or more years of experience use the® regularly.
Special honors are used by a greater percentage of teachers who have ten
or more years of experience (thirty-six per cent).

They are used by

22.2 per omit of the teachers having one to three years of experience,
17.7 per cent of the teachers having four to six years of experience,
and by 20,8 per cent of the teachers having 3even to nine years of ex
perience.

Tears of experience of the teachers is not an important factor

in determining the extent to which achievement teats are used as a reg
ular procedure,

nineteen and four-tenths per cent of the teachers having

one to three years of experience use them in the manner that students
may compete with their post records.

Thirty-two and two-tenths per cent

of the teachers having four to six years of experience,' 29.1 per cent
of the teachers having seven to nine years of experience, and twentyfour per cent of the teachers having ten or more years of experience use
them aa for the above method.

Twenty-seven per cent of the grade teachers

having one to three years of experience use achievement testa in the man
ner that the students may compete with the class.

Twenty and nine-tenths

per cent of the teachers having four to six years of experience, 19.4
per cent of the teachers having seven to nine years of experience, and
thirty per cent of the teachers having ten or more years of experience
use them as the above method as a regular procedure.

s o

Table 58
Regular Procedure# of Teachers for Motivation In Grades One to Eight

by Tears of Experience
Procedures
for

Percentages of Teachers in the "foliowing Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures

fo&YftfcLqB______ 1=2_______ £=§_______ 2=3_______ 10,.or .Oyer___
Motivating
Devices

36,1

48,3

48.6

36.0

Special
Honors

22,2

17,7

20.8

36,0

Achievement
Test Coaoeting with
Self

19.4

82*2

29.1

24,0

27,0

20.9

19.4

50.0

Practical
Application

38.1

11,2

11,1

10.0

Men and
Women

19.4

11.4

22,2

10.0

Reprimand

2.7

14.5

12,5

6.0

Conferences

5.4

1,6

2.6

Ptiblic
Commendation

16.6

11.2

20.7

18.0

Number of
Teachers

36

72

so

Achievement
Test Com
peting with

C llB S

____ S3______

Practical Applications
Practical application, as a regular procedure for motivation, is
used by over three times the percentage of teachers having one to tliree
years of experience as those in any other experience groups.

They are

used by 38,1 per cent of the teachers having one to three years of
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experience, 11*2 per cent of those having four to six years of exper
ience, 11,1 per cent of those havin'- seven to nine years of experience,
and ten per cent of those having ten or more years of experience.

The

study of famous sen and women as a regular procedure for motivation in
grades one to eight is used by 19.4 per cent of the teachers having one
to six years of experience, 22,2 per cent of those having seven to nine
years of experience, and ten per cent of those having ten or more years
of experience.

Private reprimand is used by the greatest oercentage of

teachers having four to nine years of experience.

It is used by 2,7 per

cent of those having one to three years of experience, 14,5 per cent
of those having four to six years of experience, 12,5 per cent of those
having seven to nine years of experience, and six per cent of those hav
ing ten or more years of experience.

Though rarely employed, nrivate

conferences are used by the relatively largest number of teachers having
one to three years of experience (5,4 per cent).

Public commendation is

used by 16.6 per cent of the teachers having one to three years of ex
perience, 11.2 per cent of those having four to six years of experience,
20.7 per cent of those having seven to nine years of experience, and
eighteen per cent of those having ten or more years of experience.

Mo

tivating devices as a regular procedure are used to a greater extent,
relatively, in the grades than in the high school.

In high school they

ere used by 18,1 per cent of the teachers having one to three years of
experience, by 8.1 per cent of those having four to six years of expericene, by 25.5 per cent of those having seven to nine years of exper
ience, and by 16.5 per cent of those having ten or more years of
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experience (Table 57),

Special honors are used also to a auch greater

extent, relatively, in the grades than in high school.

In high school

they are used by 15,8 per cent of the teachers having on© to three years
of experience, 2.4 per cent of those having four to six years of exper
ience, 15.4 per cent of those having seven to nine years of experience,
and 6,2 per cent of those having ten or more years of experience,
Achievement teats are used as a regular procedure for motivation to the
greatest extent, relatively, by the teachers who have the most exper
ience,

Fourteen and seven-tenths per cent of the teachers having one

to three years of experience, 9.6 per cent of those having four to six
years of experience, 16,4 per cent of those having seven to nine years
of experience, and £0.9 per cent of those having ten or more years of
experience use them for the student to compete with his past record,
Seventeen per cent of the teachers having on© to three years of exper
ience, 20.8 per cent of those having seven to nine years of experience,
and 14,4 per cent of those having four to six, and ten ,or more years of
experience use achievement tests so that the students may compete with
the class.
Table 57
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Motivation in High School by
Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Motivation

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
_____ 1=5__________ 4-6
7-9
10 or Over

Motivating
Devices

18.1

8.1

25.5

16.5

Special
Honors

13.6

2.4

15.4

7.2
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Table 87 (Continued)
Procedures
Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
for
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
M g J f e & o n _________ 1=2__________ 4=5__________ 2=9__________ X? or O v e r ..
Achievement
Tests Com
peting with
Self

14.7

9.6

16.4

50.9

Achievement
Tests Com
peting with
Class

17.0

14.4

20.8

14.4

Practical
Application

25.8

15.1

10.4

25.4

Men and
Women

21.5

9.6

25.5

10.3

Private
Reprimand

6.8

7.2

11.9

1.8

Private
Conference

5.4

7.2

8.9

10.8

17.0

4.8

7.4

10.8

Public
Commendation

Number of
»
Steffi____ ___ 3§______ ___ 13L-.....

67

________ £§_________

Practical applications are used relatively little by teachers
having four to nine years of experience.

They are used as a regular

procedure by 25*8 per cent of the teachers having one to three years of
experience and by 25.4 per cent of those having ten or more years of ex
perience.

Teachers with one to three, and seven to nine years of ex

perience use the study of famous men end women to a greater extent, rel
atively, than do teachers with four to six, and ten or more years of ex
perience.

Private reprimand as a part of the regular procedure in high

82822
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school is used by 6.8 per cent of the teachers having one to three years
of experience, by 7.2 per cent of those having four to six years of ex
perience, by 11.9 per cent of those having seven to nine years of exper
ience, and by 1.8 per cent of those having ten or store years of experience.
The extent of the use of private conferences increases with the number of
years of experience of the teachers.

Three and four-tenths per cent of

those having one to three years of experience, 7.5? per cent of those
having four to six years of experience, 8.9 per cent of those having
seven to nine years of experience, and 10*8 per cent of those having ten
or more years of experience use them as a part of th«dr regular procedure.
Public commendation is used to the greatest extent by teachers who have
one to three years of experience (seventeen per cent), 4.8 per cent of
those having four to six years of experience, 7 .4 per cent of those hav
ing seven to nine years of experience, and 10,8 per cent of those who
have ten or more years of experience.
Motivating devices ere used most by grade teachers as a regular
procedure (43.8 Per cent).

Thirty-six per cent of the teachers In the

grades use them frequently, 11.5 per cent use them occasionally, and 2,3
per cent have used them (Table 38).

Special honors are used by 36.8 per

cent as a frequent procedure, by 2 3 .6 per cent regularly, by 15.6 per
cent occasionally, and five

per cent have used them.

Achievement tests

are used by the greatest percentage of teachers as a part of their reg
ular practices.

Twenty-seven per cent of the teachers use them as a

regular procedure, whereby the student may compete with himself.

Twenty

per cent of the teachers use them as a frequent procedure, and ten per
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cent have used them*

Twenty-three and six-tenths per cent use them as

a regular procedure whereby the students may compete with the class.
Twenty-three and one-tenth per cant use them as a frequent procedure,
15.4 per cent as an occasional procedure, and 10.4 per cent of the
teachers report that they have used them.
Table 30
Percentage of Teachers in Grades One to Eight in Class B Schools in
Minnesota Who Claimed Motivation

in Various hays

1955

Procedures
for
Motivation

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the Following Ways
Regular
Have
Procedure
- Used______ Occasionally______ Frequently__

Motivating
Devices

2.5

11.5

56.0

45.6

Special
Honors

5.0

15.6

56.8

25.6

Achievement
Tests Com
peting with
Self

10.0

3.4

20.0

27.0

Ac;ievment
Testa Com
peting with
Class

10.4

15.4

25.1

25.6

Practical
Applieaion

5.6

15.0

24.5

15.0

Famous Men
and Women

7.7

25.0

55.1

18.0

Private
Reprimand

12.2

24.0

£1.5

lo.o
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Table SB (Continued)

Procedures
for
Motivation .

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the Following Ways
Have
Regular
Used______ Occasionally______ Fret gently_____ procedure

Private
Conference

10.4

20.9

22.2

2.5

B.6

20.9

20.9

16.8

Public
Commendation
Number of
„ l e c h e r s _____

22p

Practical applications as a means of motivation are used by the
greatest percentage of grade teachers as a frequent procedure (24.5 per
cent).

Fifteen per cent use them regularly, thirteen per cent occasion

ally, and 5.8 per onnt have used them.

The study of famous men and

women is also used by the greatest percentage of grade teachers as a
frequent procedure (55.1 per cent).

Twenty-three per cent use the method

regularly, and 7.7 per cent have used it.

The greatest percentage of

grade teachers use private reprimand as an occasional means of motivation
(twenty-four per cent).
frequently.
it.

However, 21.S per cent of the teachers use it

Ten per cent use it regularly, and 12.2 per cent have used

Private conferences are used by only 2.5 per cent of the teachers

as a regular procedure.

Twenty-two and two-tenths per cent use them

frequently, 20.9 per cent use them occasionally, and 10.4 per cent have
used them.

Public commendation is used by the greatest percentage of

grade teachers as an occasional and frequent procedure (20.9 per cent).
Sixteen and eight-tenths per cent use it regularly, and 8.8 per cent
have used it.

In high school, activating devices are used by the greatest per
centage of the teachers as a frequent procedure (50*4 per cent).

Fif

teen and nine-tenths per cent use them regularly, 15.5 per cert use them
occasionally, and 8*5 per cent have used them (Table 39),

Special honors

are used by 21.6 per cent of the teachers as a frequent procedure, and
14.4 per cent use thorn as an occasional procedure.

Nine per cent use

them regularly, and twelve per cent have used them.

In high school,

achievement tests, for motivation, are used by the greatest percentage
of the teachers as a part of their regular procedures.

Fifteen and

nine-tenths per cent use them, whereby the students any compete with
their own past records, as a regular procedure.

Nine and nine-tenths

per cent use such methods frequently, twelve per cent use them occa
sionally, and 7,9 per cent have used them.

Twenty and two-tenths per

cent of the teachers use them as a regular procedure, whereby students
may compete with the class, IS.5 per cent use them In this manner reg
ularly, fifteen per cent occasionally, and eight per cent have used
them.
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Table 59
Percentages of Teachers in the Glass B High Schools in Minnesota Who
Claimed Motivation

‘.n Various Ways

Percentages of All Teaohers Who Used the Designated
Prooedur©3 in the Following Ways
Have
Regular
Used______ Occasionally
Frequently____ Procedure .

Procedures
for
Motivation
Motivating
Devioes

6.5

15.5

50.4

15.9

12.0

14.4

21.6

9.0

Achievement
Tests Com
peting with
Self

7.9

12.0

9.9

15.9

Achievement
Tests Com
peting with
Class

8.0

15.0

20.2

16.5

Practical
Application

5.5

10.5

20.0

17,4

Famous Men
and Women

6.9

18.6

23.7

16.2

Private
Reprimand

10.0

50.7

19.0

7.2

Private
Conference

9.5

29.3

15.0

7.2

Public
Commendation

6.6

21.5

15.3

9.8

Special
Honors

Number of
..l e x e r s _____

?32

Twenty per cent of the teaohers in high school use practical ap
plication as

a

part of their regular procedures.

Seventeen and four-

tenths per cent use them frequently, 10,5 per cent use them occasionally,

*'
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and 5.3 per cent have used them.

The study of famous men. and women is

made use of to the greatest extent as & frequent procedure (25.7 per cent).
Eighteen and six-tenths per cent of the high school teachers use it oc
casionally, 17.2 per cent use it regularly, and 6.9 per cent have used
it.

In high school as in the grades, private reprimand is used to the

greatest extent (50.7 per cent).

Nineteen per cent use it frequently,

7.2 per cent use it regularly, and 10.8 per cent have used it.
ferences are used occasionally by 29,8 per cent of the teachers.

Con
Fif

teen per cent use them freo,uently, 7.2 per cent use them regularly,
and 9.5 per cent have used them.
per cent of the teachers.

Public commendation is used by 21.5

Fifteen and nine-tenths per cent use it fre-

cuently, 9.6 per cent use it regularly, and 6.6 per cent have used it
as a means of motivating instruction.
Summary
Motivating devices are used by the greatest nercentage of teach
ers as regular and frequent procedures, 45.6 per cent and thirty-six
per cent, respectively (Graph 35).
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Graph 55
Extent of the Use of Motivating Devices by the Teachers in Grades
One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ £5__________ 50__________ 75_________ 100
Regular
Procedure
Used
Frequently
Used
Occasionally
Have Used

4 5 * 6 $ ----------------------

36.0$ ------------------

11.5$ ----2*5$ —

Humber of
Teachers_____________________________ ggQ________________________________
Motivating devices in high school are used by approximately twice
the per cent of the teachers as a frequent procedure as in all other
ways (50.4 per cent).

(Graph 56)
Graph 56

Extentof the Use of Motivation Devices by High School Teachers
Scale of Percentages 0___________ £5__________ 50---------- J5 --------- loo
Used
Frequently

30.4$

------------

Used
Regularly

15.9$

---

Used
Occasionally

15.5$ -------

Have Used

6.5$ — —

Number of
Teachers______________________________ 3§g_______________________________
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More than one-third of all grade teachers use special honors for
motivation as a frequent procedure, and approximately one-fourth use
the® as a part of their regular procedure (Graph 37).
Graph 57
Extent of the Use of Special Honors as a Means of Motivation by the
Teachers in Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages

0

..

Frequent
Procedure

56.8%

----------------------------

Regular
Procedure

£3.3%

----------------------------

Used
Occasionally

13 * Ojjte

nrHKiMa iia t

Have Used

M ..

50

75

100

5.Q* —

Number of
____ Teachers

£20

Special honors are not used to such a greet extent by high school
teachers as by grade teachers.
procedure.
(Graph 58).

Only nine per cent use them as « regular

However, 21,6 per cent use them as a frequent procedure

Graph 38
Extent of the Use of Spec led Honors as a Means of Motivation by
High School Teachers
Scale
0

25

Used
Frequently

21.656----------

Used
Occasionally

14.4* -------

Have Used

12.0*

Regular
Procedure

50

75

100

3 . 0 ? ----

Number of
Teachers

532

So that the students may compete with their past records, achieve
ment tests are used as a regular procedure by twenty-seven per cent, and
as a frequent procedure by twenty per cent of the grade teachers (Graph 5$)
Graph 59
Extent of Use of Achievement Tests for Self Competition As a Means of
Motivation in Grades One to Eight
Scale
ofJg.^.gqategp.&..

0

25

Regular
Procedure

27.056--------------

Used
Frequently

£0.0* — ----

Have Used

10.0? ---

Used
Occasionally
Number of
Teachers

50

75

100

9.4? ---

________________________ m ____________ __________________
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Their use for this purpose (achievement tests for self competi
tion) ia less in high school, than in the grades.

They are used by

15.9 per cent as a regular procedure* by twelve per cent occasionally,
and 9.3 per cent frequently.

Seven and nine-tenths per cent have used

them (Graph 40).
Graph 40
Extent of Use of Achievement Tests for Self Competition As a Means of
Motivation in High School
Scale
of Percentages

0

______ £ 5 ....

Regular
Procedxire

15.9?S -------

Used
Occasionally

12.035 ------

Used
Frequently

9.9* ----

Have Used

7.9* ---

Number of
Teachers

-60..... ... 75 ..... .

^00

552

Achievement tests are used, so that the students say compete with
the class, by 25.6 per cent of the grade teachers as a regular proce
dure, 25.1 per cent as a frequent procedure, and 15.4 per cent as an
occasional procedure, while 10.4 per cent have used them (Graph 41).
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Graph 41
Extent of Use of Achievement Testa for Competition With the Class in
Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ E5__________ 50__________ 75_________ 100
Regular
Procedure

25.6? ------

Used
Frequently

25.13 ------ —

Used
Occasionally

15.4.3------

Have Used

10,4? -----

Number of

Is&sLar.g___________________£20
In high sohool the achievement tests for competition with the
class are used to approximately the 5aae extent and in the same relative
ways as in the grades (Graph 42)*
Graph 42
Extent of Use of Achievement Tests for Competition With the Class in
High School
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25__________ 50__________ 75_________ 100
Used
Frequently

20.2?

Regular
Procedure

16.5?

Used
Occasionally

15.0?

Have Used

0.0?

Number of

Teachers_____________________________552
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Practical application as & means of motivation ere used by ap
proximately the same per cent of the teachers in high school as in the
grades, and in the acme relative way (Graphs 45 end 44).
Graph 45
Extent of the Use of Practical Application by Teachers in Grades
One to Eight As a Means of Motivation
Scale
_______ 2___________ 5
^oed
Frequently

24.556------------

Regular
Procedure

15.056-------

Used
Occasionally

15.05 -------

Have Used
Humber of
Teachers

0

_________________ Z§_________ 122

3.656 -

_______________________

m __________ ___________________

Graph 44
Extent of the Use of Practical Application by Teachers As a Means of
Motivation in High School
Scale
9/,,.?ercen^e3 ,

0

Used
Frequently

20.0% ----------

Regular
Procedure

17.45 -------

Used
Occasionally

10.55 -----

Have Used
Number of
Teachers

25

5.3$ -

_________________________ 552

50

75

100
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The study of the lives of famous men and women is used more in the
grades than in high school.
way.

However, it is used in the same relative

Where 33.1 per cent of the grade teachers uoe it as a freeuent pro

cedure, 23.7 per cent of the high school teachers use it.

(Graphs 45

and 46).
Graph 45
The Study of the Lives of Famous Men and Women As A Means of
Motivation by Grade Teachers
Scale
fig&tegftB________ 2___________ 25__________ 50__________ 75_________ 100
Used
Frequently

35.1% -----------------

Use!
Occasionally

23.0% -----------

Regular
Procedure

18,0% — -— ----

Have Used

7.7% —

Number of
Teachers_____________________________ 220 _______________________________
Graph 46
The Study of the Lives of Famous Men and Women As A Means of
Motivation by High School Teachers
Scale
________ 2___________ 25__________ 50__________ 75_________
Used
Frequently

23.7% -----------

Used
Occasionally

1

Regular
Procedure

18,2% -— -----

Have Used

8

---------

6.3% ---

Number of
— Ig&SfegSg______________________________

Private reprimand is used by the greatest percentage of grade
teachers as an occasional procedure (twenty-four per cent).

However,

21.3 per cent use it frequently (Graph 47).
Graph 47
Private Reprimand i-a A Means of Motivation by the teachers in Grades
One to Eight
Scale

0

a£-£g£9@.frreea.-.

25

Used
Occasionally

24.C06 ------------

Used
Frequently

21.356----------

Hare Used

12.2* ------

Ptegular
Procedure

10.00 -----

50

75

100

Number of

..-laagSaa_____ __________________ £_____ m

_____________________________

In high school, private reprimand is also more popular as an
occasional procedure.

Here it is occasionally used by 50.7 per cent of

the teachers (Graph 48).
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Graph 48
Extent of the Use of Private Reprimand As A Means of Motivation by
High School Teachers
Scale

?I ^ ^ .
g.St1ag9.a__ ___ 2______ £&________ §2_______ Z§______ i22
Used
Ooc? sicnr.lly

Z 0 ,7 % -------------- —

Used
Frequently

19*056

Have Used

10*8%— —

Regular
Procedure

7.256

-— ---•

-

Humber of

Twcho-.-B___________________________________ZZ& ____________________________________
In the grades private conference is used by the greatest per
cent of the teachers as a frequent and occasional procedure, 22.2 per
cent, and £0*9 per cent, respectively (Graph 49).
Graph 49
Extent cf Use of Personal Conferences As A Means of Motivation by
tlie Teachers In Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages

.

0

....

Used
Frequently

22.256 ---- -------

Used
Occasionally

20.956 ----------

Have Used

19.456 -----

Regular
Procedure

50

, 25

2.356 —

Number of
—

_____—

220

75

100
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Private conferences are used in high school by a larger per
centage of teachers than in the grades.

They are used by 23.8 per cent

of the teachers as an occasional procedure (Graph 50).
Graph 50
Extent of Use of Personal Conferences As A Means of Motivation by
Teachers in High School
Scale
0

Pjl^g-fiSglbSggg.-

25

Used
Occasionally

23.3* ---------------

Used
Frequently

15.0* -------

Have Used

9*5* ----

Regular
procedure

7 . 2 * ---

50

7£

100

Nuaber of
.-■Afi&S&Sft-

_________________________ m _______________________________

Public commendation is uaed by 20.9 par cent of the garde teach
ers, both as a frequent and occasional procedure,

Sixtten and eight-

tenths per cent use it as a regular procedure and 8.6 per cent have
used it (Graph 51).
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Graph 51
Extent of Os© of Public Coasendation Is A Means of Motivation by th«
Teachers in Grades One to Eight
Sc & a ©
or Por.centag.ca________ o___________ ____________ 52__________ 75_________ 122
Used
Frequently

80*9% — - —

Used
Occasionally

80*9% — -■»----—

Regular
Procedure

16*9% --------

Have Used

— -

8*6% — •—

yM E fe fiL.? X .Is a g ifta ___________________ -22SL-------------------------------------------------------In high school it is used by tl«s greatest percentage of the
teachers as r.n occasional procedure (Graph 82 ) »
Graph 52
Extent of Use of Public Coaaendatioa As A Meane of Motivation by the
Teachers in High School
Scale
Of p.ercrotftM.a________ 2___________ £§__________ £2__________ Z§_________ 120.
Used
Occasionally
Used
Frequently

15*9%

Regular
Procedure

3 *6$

Have Used

6.3% — -

\
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As a regular procedure la the grades, for arousing interest,
activating devices are used by the greatest percentage of teachers
(43.8 per cent).

Personal conferenced are used very little as a regular

px*ocodure (Graph 55).
Graph 55
Regular Procedures for Motivation Used by the Teachers in Grades
One to Eight
Scale

.... -A-________ ££_______ §2_______ 2§______ L £
Motivating :>evicea43.6---- -— -------------- —
Achievement Tests
Competing with
Selfe
27.0
Special Honors

25.6

Achievement Tests
Competing with
Class
25.6
Study of Famous
Men and Women

18.0

Public Commenda
tion

16,8

Practical Appli
cation

15.0

Privets Repri
mand

10.0

Private Con
ference

2.5

Number of

Teachers

220
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As a regular procedure for motivation in high school, practical
applications, achievement tests for competition with self, stadty of
famo\ts men and woman, motivating devices, and achievement teats for com
petition with the class are used by approximately the same relative per
cent of the teachers.

As in the grades, private conferences and private

rcprime *.d are used by the smaller percentage of the teachers (Graph 54).
Graph 54
Regular Procedures for Motivation Used by the Teachers in High School
Scale
a L l s s s s a o t e s s i _______

Practical
Application

2---------------------£5-------------------50------------------ 75-----------------100

17.4 --------

Achievement Tests
Competing with
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CHAPTER 7
PROCEDURES FOR PROVIDING FOR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Conforming to the principles of democracy, the schools have bean
organised for education of the masses with very little recognition of the
fact that within a typical grade or class there is a wide range in ability
and in the desire to learn.^

Our conventional grading system is an out

growth of the belief that pupils in a class can all be treated alike.

It

has been only within the last few years that individual differences have
been recognized in the school, and that any attempt has been made to nrovide for them.

2

Through the development of various measuring devices,

and their uses, the existence of individual differences has been firmly
established.

Students have been found to differ not only in ability but

also in seal, interests, ambition, persistence, and emotions.

5

Thus,

the schools have been brought face to face with the problem of adapting
their work to the varying needs of the individual pupils, to the end
that each pupil may receive the training which will be of greatest value
to him.^
In recent years various administrative plans such as the Pueblo,
Burke’s "Individual System," Winnetka, and Dalton plans have been devel
oped for providing for individual differenceaj but in the present-day
1(1Pupils differ not only in ability to achieve, but also in dis
position to achieve," G. W. Reagan, Fundamentals of Teaching (Scott
Foresaan Brothers, 1932), p. 185.
^"Gur public school system is fast headed toward individual in
struction." M. J. Storms&nd, Progressive Methods of Teaching (Houghton
Mifflin,p1927), p. 351.
5"It is safe to say that the problem of adapting school training
to the individual needs, interests, and capacities of the pupils la both
the most important and the most difficult problems of education at
present." G. W. Reagan, c p ,..q 1 W
4G. W. Reagan, Oftj-ffiUti.* P* 136 •
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•mailer schools, provision for individual differences is 1 irgely a prob
lem for the classroom teacher to solve.

Some of the most successful and

widely used instructional techniques used by teachers for providing for
individual differences arej

flexible assignments, individual instruc

tion, special classes, differentiated assignments, and diagnostic and
remedial teaching.
The use of intelligence tests is not necessarily & mean® of pro
viding for individual differences, but it is an invaluable tool in de
termining the need for special methods of instruction.

If used wisely

end with definite aims, it is indispensable in a program of procedures
for providing for individual differences.

One of the simplest devices

one may us© for dealing with individual differences consists in making
flexible assignments of work to be done.

When the administrative pro

cedure prohibits the segregation of pupils into different classes, work
mey be assigned so that the amount to be done will depend upon the abil
ity of the pupil.
The Use of Intelligence Tests
Intelligence tests are used as a regular procedure by a greater
percentage of teachers in grades four and eight than in the other grades
(Table 40).

They arc not used by the teachers in the first grade, and

used by not over six and eight-tenths per cent of the teachers in grades
two, three, five, six, and seven.

Flexible assignments as a regular

procedure are used by a larger percentage of the teachers in grades five
and six, and by a smaller percentage of the teachers in grades seven
and eight than in the other grades (9.5 per cent).

Twenty-four per cent
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of the first grade teachers use them, 16.6 per cent of the second, 15.6
per cent of the third, 15.6 per cent of the fourth, 34.6 per cent of the
fifth, and 80*4 per cent of the sixth.
Table 40
Regular Procedures for Providing for Individual Differences try Teachers
in Grades One to Eight
m

Procedures for
Providing for
Individual
Differences

Percentages of Teachers in the Poliowing Grades Who
Reported Using the Designated Procedures
1

Intelligence
Tests
Flexible
Assignments

24.0

2

3

.. 4 .

5

6

7

8

4.2

6.8

12.4

4.5

4,3

3.1

9.5

16.6

15.6

15.6

34.6

50.4

9.3

9.5

18.6

12.4

A

Individual
Instruction

28.0

25.0

20.6

28.1

21.7

26.0

Special
Classes

12.0

25.0

10.4

21.8

4.3

4.3

Diagnostic and
Remedial
40.0
Teaching

29.1

54.4

54.2

43.4

21.7

Number of
Teachers

24

32

25

25

-

___

. £ 5 ..

6.2

43.7

54.5

52

32

The Use of Individual Instruction
Individual instruction is used try a larger percentage of the
teachers in grades one and four than in the other grades.

However, the

percentage using it in other grades is almost as large, except in the
eighth grade where it is used by 12.4 per cent.

Special classes as a

regular procedure are used by twenty-five per cent of the teachers in
grade two, and 21.3 per cent of the teachers In grade four.

They are
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used by a smaller percentage of too teachers In the other grades, except
for the seventh, where they tire not used at all.

Diagnostic and remedial

teaching is the most common regular procedure for providing for individual
differences in the grades.
all the grade teachers.

Here it is used by over twenty per cent of

It is used by forty per cent of the first grade

teachers, 29,1 per cent of the 3econd, 34.4 per cant of the third, 34,3
per cent of toe fourth, 45.4 per cent of the fifth, 21.7 per cent of the
sixth, 43.7 per cent of the seventh, and 34,3 per cent of the eighth.
Intelligence tests are used by & small percentage of the teachers in
high school as a regular procedure.
the vocational teachers use them.

However, twenty-eight per cent of
They are not’ used by social science

teachers (Table 41 .
Table 41
Regular Procedures for Providing for Individual Differences by
Teachers in High School
Procedures for
Providing for
Individual

Percentages of Teachers of the following Subjects Who
Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Matoe- HistCommer- Social Voca- Foreign
.gllti.SS.pxi___ Science d e l
Science tional Language

Intelligence
Tests

9.2

7.2

4.7

7.8

3.7

Flexible
Assignment

13.8

12.7

11.9

15.6

7.4

Individaul
Instruction

6.1

18.0

1.5

7.3

Special
Honors

6.1

5.4

6.2

28.0

3.7

22.2

36.0

11.1

7.4

3.7

44.0

3.7

5.7

3.7

8.0

7,4
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Table 41. (Continued)
Procedures for
Prircent^es of teachers- of toe following Subjects Sho
Providing for
Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Individual
ttathe- KiatComaer- Social Voca- Foreign
Differences __J.ngU3b.jaa.tics .ojgy____Sglenge cjal__ Science tic-nal Language
Diagnostic
and Reme
dial Teach
ing
29.1
Number of
Teachers

65

43.2 30.9

_ 55

42

16.7

33.3

50.9

04

27_______ 27

20.0

22.2

25

27'___

The Use of Flexible Assignments
Flexible assignments are used by a larger percentage of vocational
teachers than by other high school teachers (thirty-six per cent).
are used by 13.9 per

They

cent of the English teachers, 12.7 per cent of the

mathematics, 11.9 per cent of the hi3tory, 15.6 per cent of the science,
7.4 per cent of the commercial, 22,2 per cent of the social science, end
11.1 per cent of the foreign language teachers as a regular procedure.
Individual instruction is not used by a significat percentage of the
high school teachers, except those of vocational subjects and mathematics.
Forty-four per cent of tire vocational teachers and eighteen per cent of
the mathematics teachers use them as a regular procedure.

Special

classes are not used

by a significant percentage of the teachers in any

high school subjects

as a regular procedure.

As in the grades, more

teachers use diagnostic and remedial teaching than ary other procedure
for providing for individual differences.

Twenty-oneand one-tonth per

cent of the English teachers use it, 45.2 per cent of the mathematics,
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three or nine per cent of the history, 18.7 per cent of the science,
35,3 per cent of the commercial, 30.9 per cent of the social science,
twenty per cent of the vocational, and £2.2 per cent of the foreign
language.
No particular experience group is outstanding in the extent to
which the teachers in the grades us© intelligence tests.

A slightly

larger percentage of the teachers having seven to nine years of exper
ience use them than the teachers in the other experience groups (Table 42).
Table 42
Regular Procedures for Providing for Individual Differences by Teachers
in Grades One to Eight
by Xears of Experience
Procedures for
Percentages of teachers in the Following Experience
Providing for
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Individual
Differences________ id*__________ 3=§_________ J s l __________ ll-PX,Qy.gr
Intelligence
Teats

5 .4

4.8

Flexible
Assignment

19.4

12.9

26.3

1 2 .0

Individual
Instruction

2 2 .2

20.9

£5.6

22,0

Special
Classes

15.5

11.5

2.6

18.0

Diagnostic
and Reme
dial Teach
ing

15.5

40,5

40.2

58.0

Number of
Teachers

36

11 _______

50

....... . . . a s _________ ____

7 .8

4.0

Flexible assignments are used to the largest extent by teachers
having seven to nine years of experience (26.5 per cent).

They are used

regularly by 13*1 per cent of those having one to three years of exper-

ience, 12,7 per cent of those having four to six years of experience,
and twelve per cent of those having ten or more years of experience.
Individual instruction is used by approximately the same percentage of
teachers in all experience groups (twenty per cent).

Special classes

are used by e larger percentage of teachers having over ten years of
experience than by those of any other experience group, while they are
used to the smallest extent by taaohers having seven to nine years of
experience.

Diagnostic and remedial teaeliing is used to the greatest

extent by teachers having over three years of experience.

It is used

by 13,5 per cent cef those having one to three years of experience, 40,3
per cent of those having four to six years of experience, 40,2 per cent
of those having seven to nine years of experience, and thirty-eight per
cent of those having ten or more years of experience.
In high school, intelligence tests are used to the greatest ex
tent by the teachers who have ten or more years of experience (Table 43),
This Is not true in the grades.

Flexible assignments are used to the

greatest extent by the teachers who have the greatest number of years of
experience.

Eleven and two-tenths per cent of those having one to three

years of experience, 6,5 per cent of those having four to six years of
experience, twenty per cent of those having seven to nine years of ex
perience, and thirty-two per cent of those having ten or more years of
experience use them as a regular procedure.

Individual Instruction is

used to the greatest extent by the teachers having seven to nine years
of experience (25,3 per cent).

Special classes are also used to the

greatest extent by this group (11.3 per cent).

11.0

Table 43
Regular Procedures for Providing for Individual differences by Teachers
in High School by Tears of Experience
Percentages of Teachers In the Following 2hp erience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures

Procedures for
Providing for
Individual
Differences ...

1-5

4-6

7-9

10 or Over

Intelligence
Teats

6,8

4.9

5.9

16.5

Flexible
Assignment.

11.2

6.5

20,0

52,0

Individual
Instruction

7.9

6.5

25.5

5.4

Special
Classes

5.4

1.6

11.9

5,4

Diagnostic
and Reme
dial teach
ing

26.0

50.5

25.5

56.5

Number of
Teachers

88

67

55

As in the

____ m

grades, diagnostic and remedial teaching is a

procedure for teachers in all experience groups.

common

Twenty-six per cent

of those having one to four years of experience, 50.5 per cent of those
having four to six years of experience, 25,8 per cent of those having
seven to nine years of experience, and 56,5 per cent of those having
ten or more years of experience use it as a regular procedure.
Twenty-six and eight-tenths per cent of the grade teachers have
discontinued the use of Intelligence tests (Table 4 4 ;♦

Fifteen and

nine-tenths per cent use them occasionally, 6,8 per cent use them fre
quently, and 5,9 per cent use them regularly,

flexible assignments are

Ill
used by twenty-nine per cent of the grade teachers as a regular proce
dure.

Eighteen per cent use them regularly, seventeen per cent use then

occasionally and six per cent have used them.

Fifty-five per cent of

the grade teachers use individual instruction as a frequent procedure.
Tw©nty~iwo and two-tenths per cent of the teachers use it regularly,
nineteen per cent use it occasionally and six per cent of the grade teach
ers have used it.

Special classes as a regular procedure in the grades

are used by twenty-four per cent of the teachers as a frequent procedure
and by twenty per cent as an occasional procedure.

Ten and four-tenths

per cent us© them regularly and 11,8 per cent have used them.

Diagnostic

and remedial teaching when used is used almost entirely as a regular or
frequent procedure, by 55.4 per cent and forty-four per cent of the
teachers, respectively.

Seven and seven-tenths per cent of them use

it occasionally, and 5,9 per cent have used it.
Table 44
Percentages of Teachers in Grades One to Eight in Class B Schools in
Minnesota Who Claimed Instruction in Various Ways
1955
Procedures fbr
Providing for
Individual

Percentages of *11 Teachers ’Who ¥sed the Designated
Procedures in the Following Ways
Have
Begular

Intelligence
Tests

£6.8

15.9

6.8

5.9

Flexible
Assignment

6.0

17.0

29.0

18.0

Individual
Instruction

6,0

19*0

55,0

22.2

11.2
Table 44 (Continued)
Procedures for
Providing for
Individual

Percentages "of All ^etchers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the following #eys
Have
Regular

Special
Classes

11.8

20.0

24.0

10.4

5.9

7.7

44.0

55.4

Diagnostic
end Reme
dial leaching
Humber of
.Teeqhers.

_

-SSL

In high school, nine per cent of the teachers have used intelligence
tests.

The percentage of teachers who use them regularly, frequently,

or occasionally, is very small (Table 45 .

Flexible assignments are

used by eighteen per cent of the teachers as a regular procedure, 2.6,2
per cent as a frequent procedure, and £1.5 per cent as an occasional
procedure.

Individual instruction is used by 26.8 per cent of the

teachers as a frequent procedure, and twenty-one per aent as an occa
sional procedure.

Ten and two-tenths per cent use it regularly, and

7.2, per cent have used it.

Special classes are used by 4.5 per cent of

the high school teachers as a regular procedure, by 11.7 per cent as a
frequent procedure, and by sixteen per cent as an occasional procedure.
Thirteen and five-tenths per cent of the high school teachers have used
them.

Diagnostic and remedial teaching is used to the greatest extent

as a regular or frequent procedure.

Forty-one and five-tenths per cent

use it frequently, and thirty-one per cent use it regularly.
per cent use it occasionally, and three per cent used it.

Thirteen
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Table 45
Percentages of Teachers in High School in Class B Schools in Minnesota
Who Claimed Instruction in Various Ways
1955
Procedures for
Providing for
Individual
Differences

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the following Ways
Have
Regular
Used_
Frequently
.. Occasionally
Procedure
*x

Intelligence
T®ata

9.0

6.5

5,0

7.5

Flexible
Assignment

8.5

21.5

26.2

13.0

Individual
Instruction

7.2

21.0

£6.8

10.2

15.5

16.0

11.7

4.5

5.0

15,5

41.5

51.0

Special
Classes
Diagnostic
and Reme
dial Teach
ing
Number of
- .fMakSEe____

________________ S2£Summary

Relatively few teachers in the grades have continued the uae of
intelligence tests.
them (Graph 55)»

Twenty-six and eight-tenths per cent have used

11.4
Graph 55
Extent of Use of Intelligence Tests by Teacher* As An Aid in Providing
for Individual Differences in Grades One to Eight
Scale
0___________ g5__________ §0__________ 75_________ 100

°L .?grsmtega.g
Have Used

528.8#

Used
Occasionally

15*9%

Used
Frequently

8.8#

Regular
Procedure

5. 9#

fl'fflber ,?£.T e s t e r s ____
Intelligence tests are not used to any significant extent by
the teachers in high school as an aid in providing for individual dif
ferences (Graph 56).
Graph 56
Extent of Use of Intelligence Tests by Teachers As An Aid in Providing
for Individual Differences In High School
Scale

_____ 2____________ _____________ so ___________ z§__________ lo o
Have Used

9.0#

Regular
Procedure

7.5#

Used
Occasionally

6.3#

Used
Frequently

3.0?
m

11.5
In grades one to eight, flexible assignments are used by the
teachers to the greatest extent as a frequent procedure (twenty-nine
•per cent)*

Eighteen per cent use them regularly, and seventeen per

cent use thea occasionally (Graph 57)•
Graph 57
Extent of Use of Flexible Assignments by Teachers As A Means of
Providing for Individual Differences in Grades One to Eight
Scale
nf Percentages _______ 0__________ ££__________£2.__________ 75_________ 100
Used
Frequently
Regular
Procedure
Used
Occasionally
Have Used

29*0)6------- -------

18*0)1----------

17,056 -------6,0)6 —

dumber of. teachers_______________________ ggO----------------------------In high school, twenty-six per cent of the teachers use
flexible assignments frequently, 21.5 per cent occasionally, and eight
een per cent regularly,
(Graph 58 *

Six and three-tenths per cent have used them

1 1 .6

Graph 58
Extant of Use of Flexible Assignments try Teachers As A Means of
Providing for Individual Differences in High School
Scale
?/..?.g£gr e < W J>________ 2___________ ?5__________ 50__________ 75_________ 1Q0
Used
Frequently

26.0#

Used
Occasionally

£1,5#

Regular
Procedure

13,0#

Have Used

6 ,5 $

g M & u a L g £ J ^ q b a « ____
In grades one to eight, thirty-five per cent of the teachers use
individual instruction frequently.

Twenty-two and two-tenths per cent

use it regularly, and nineteen per cent uee it occasionally (Graph 59).
Graph 59
Extent to Which Individual Instruction is Used by Teachers As A Means
of Providing for Individual Differences In Grades One to Eight
Scale

9 l.? « r S ff }tSgSS_______ 2___________2§__________ §2__________ 75_______ 100
Used
Frequently

5 5 . 0 # ----------— ..

Regular
Procedure

22,%$ — --- ------

Used
Occasionally

19,0# —

Have Used

— -----

6.0# —

jaLIaMfegft______________________ gig_____________ __________________
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In high school 26.8 per cant of the teachers use individual in
struction frequently.

Twenty-one per cent use it occasionally, 10.2

per cent use it regularly, and 7,2 per cent have used it (Graph 00).
Graph 60
Extent to Which Individual Instruction is Used by ^eaohers As A Means
of Providing fear Individual Instruction in
High School
Scale
of percentages________ 0___________ ££__________ &Q---------- 75-------- £00
Used
Frequently

26.3%

Used
Occasionally

21.0%

Regular
Procedure

10.2%

Have Used
Number of.,

7*0%
---

In grades one to eight twenty-four per cent of the teachers use
special classes frequently, and twenty per cent use them occasionally.
Ninety-one and eight-tenths per cent have used them, and 10.4 per cent
use them as a regular procedure (Graph 61).
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Graph 61
Extant of the Use of Special Class©# by Teachers As A Means of Pro
viding for Individual difference® in Grades One to Eight
Scale

. t f J k a a a S s f B g _________ _____________ g§___________ go___________ ts _________ 100
Used
frequently

24.(3$ — -----------

Used
Occasionally

£0,0$ -— -------

Save Used

11,8$ .... —

Regular
Procedure

10,4$

—

Huaber of Teagfrers______________________ 220______________________________
In high school special classes are used occasionally by sixteen
per cent of the teachers.

Thirteen and five-tenths per cent of the

teachers have used then (Graph 62),
Graph 62

Extent of the Use of Speoial Classes lay the Teachers for Providing
for Individual differences in High School
Scale
af.f.W

W

________ 2___________ 25__________ 50______ ____ 75________ 100

Used
Occasionally

16,0$ --------

Have Used

is.5$ — ----

Used
Frequently

11*7$ — ---

Regular
Procedure

4.5$ d-

Huskey of ^eachera_____ _______________ 5g2_________ _____________________
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Diagnostic and remedial teaching is used fey a greater percentage
of the teachers as a frequent or regular procedure than in any other
way, both in high school and the grades (Graphs 65 and 64).
Graph 65
Extent of Use of Diagnostic And Remedial Teaching by the teachers in
Grades One to Eight
Scale
of Percentages

(L

Used
Frequently

44.056 —

Regular
Procedure

55.456 —

Used
Occasionally

7.7J6 —

Have Used

5.956 —

_

__ . 2$__________ 50__________ 75________ 1QQ

-n o

Nutaberof Teachers

Graph 64
Extent of Use of Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching by the Teachers in
High School
Scale
of Percentages

A-

Used
Frequently

41.556 —

Regular
Procedure

51.056 —

Used
Occasionally

13.5J6 —

Have Used
^ « b e r , o f T^EQhers

25

5.0)6 —

.. ..... 38?..

50

75

100

1 2 0

As a regular procedure, diagnostic and remedial teaching Is the
most popular means of providing for individual differences in the grades
one to eight (Graph 85).
Graph 65
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Providing for Individual Differences
in Gredes One to Eight
Scale

orf-sgaateMi_____ 2------- 2§------ §2------ 25------100
Diagnostic and
Remedial Teach
ing
25.4$
Individual
Instruction

££.2$

flexible
Assignment

18.GJ6 -------- —

Special Gi&sses
Intelligence
Tests

10.4# -----

5.92 —

Number of Teachers______________________ ZZQ______________________________
Diagnostic and remedial teaching, as a regular procedure of both
high school and grade teachers, is used by a greater percentage of
teachers than any other way of providing for individual differences.
Flexible assignments are used by the same percentage of high school
teachers as grade teachers, while individual instruction is used by a
greater percentage of teachers in the grades than in high school
(Graph 66).
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Graph 66
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Providing for Individual
Differences to High School
Seale

■g£JE.ggssSagsa._______ 0................................_______________________ ZS_____
Diagnostic
and Bt— dial
Teaching

a .a t

Flexible
Asaignaent

18,066

Individual
Instruction

10.2* -

Intelligence
Tests

7 . 6 * --

Special Classes

4.556 —

Nuafoer of Teachers

M L

M L
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CHAPTER 8
PROCEDURES FOR RECITATION
The way In which the recitation period has been used, and is still
used by many, is an outgrowth of the tradition of the centuries-old meth
od in Latin end mathematics,

^his method consisted in using the class

period for testing the pupils on their preparation*

It was confined not

only to Latin and mathematics, but found its way into the teaching of all
subjects.

The continued usage of the recitation method is accounted for

in the fact that many teachers have been inexperienced and poorly trained
and as a result have relied on their judgment and have followed the meth
ods, as they recall them, of their teachers.

Thus, the recitation-test

ing program has been handed down from generation to generation of teechera.

1
Teachers have come to realise that the recitation period should be

used for a more worthwhile purpose than testing.

As a result, teachers

have tried various modifications of the conventional procedure, of which
the most important is the change of the aims from testing to learning.
Some of the most widely used classroom activity procedures aret

induct

ive procedure, socialised recitation, project method, visual instruction,
and the lecture method,

2

Herbert believed that instruction could be

ought to stop calling those periods when the teacher meets
her pupils 'recitations'. The word implies that the period is to be used
for testing, or having the pupils give back what they have learned."
M. J* Stormsand, "Progressive Methods of Teaching (Houghton Mifflin Co»,
1924), a, 11
^Because of the prevalence of the conventional procedure, it has
been included in this studfer.
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carried out best by having the learner proceed step by step through a
series of five, definite, formal phases*

preparation, presentation,

comparison, generalisation, and application.

This procedure has been

known as the Inductive Development Technique, and has been accepted as
the standard procedure in many schools,

What has been known as the so

cial iced recitation should perhaps rather be called the socialised dis
cussion,

The procedure recently developed, and one of the favorites

among progresive teachers, is much like the discussion method, with the
exception that the conducting of the discussion has been transfered
largely from the teacher to the group itself, and as a result, has ad5
ditional social considerations.
Because of the great disagreement concerning the meaning of the
word project, there has been considerable indefiniteness in regard to
the meaning of the project method.

The project method as defined by

authorities must involve an actual life activity, carried on in its
natural setting.4

Visual instruction, though not a recently developed

procedure, has gained greater prominence in the schools today than ever
before.

This is partly due to such reoent developments as the portable

S
--------------------------------------------------,!(• J, Storazand, op, clt,. p, 285,
4"A project is a definite and clearly purposeful task, and one
that we can set before a pupil as seeming to him vitally worthwhile,
because it approximates a genuine activity such as men are engaged in
in real life." Ibid,« p. 149,
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s o r in g picture projector, and camera.

5

Tlie lecture procedure 1# nothing

more than a topical recitation by the teacher* with the purpose of clar
ifying, interpreting, or supplementing the pupils * learning from text
books or other sources,

this procedure varies from the extreme form

found in college usage to its use as the class period emergencies desand
it.

In the latter case, it is usually spontaneous in character and is

employed by the teacher to supplement the material that is available
in the textbook, and to give her own experiences on the combined exper
iences of the class.

Used in this way it is not out of place in element

ary or high school classes,

fo eliminate any extreme conception, it a*y

better be called "telling* rather than "lecturing.*®
The ®ao of question and Answer Procedure
As a regular procedure in the grades on® to eight, the question
and answer procedure is one of the stoat prevalent for carrying on the
recitation (Table 46).

It is used by fifty-two per cent of the first

grade, 83.S

per cent of the second grade, ?5?,4 per cent of the third

grede, 42,5

per cent of the fourth grade, 52,1 per cent of the fifth

grade, 45,4

per cent of the sixth grade, 59,5 per cent of tho seventh

grade, and 55,1

per cent of the eighth grade teachers.

The inductive

Procedure is used to a greater extent in the grades than the question
^"Comenius'(1502-1670) Introduced" pictures into the textbooks
which he prepared for children. Blackboards have been In use for more
than a century, and maps and globes have been In common used In our
schools nearly as long* Some visual aids, however, are developments
of the last few decades, and the talking picture Is now in the process
of introduction into the schoolroom.* Q. If* Reagan, Fundamentals of
Teaching (Scott ? oresman and Co,, 1952), p, 496.
"Telling in a well-organised fora is far less wasteful, and
should be employee Whenever a very clear or an effective impression is
essential." M. J, Stonasand, op. pit., p, £53,

and answer procedure.

It is used by forty per cent of the first, 45,8

per cent of the second, 58,8 per cent of the third, fifty per cent of
the fourth, 60,8 per cent of the fifth, 56,0 per cent of the sixth,
59,5 per cent of the seventh, and 56,2 per cent of the eighth grade
teachers.

Formal socialised recitation is used to a much greater ex

tent than is formal socialized procedure by the teachers in the grades.
It is used by twenty-four per cent of the first, 20,8 per cent of the
second, 41,5 per cent of the third, 57,5 per cent of the fourth, twentysix per cent of the fifth, 17,5 per cent of the sixth, 51,2 per cent of
the seventh, and twenty-eight per cent of the eighth grade teachers, as
a regular procedure.
The Use of Projects
Voluntary projects are used to the greatest extent by teachers
of the intermediate grades.

They are not used in grades one and two, but

are used by 20,6 per cent of the third grade, and 21,7 per cent of the
sixth grade teachers as a regular procedure.

Voluntary projects are

used to a greater extent than assigned projects by the teachers in the
grades,

k greater percentage of the teachers in the third grade use

them than do those of any other grade.

Visual aids are a part of the

regular procedures of all grade teachers.

They are used by forty-four

per cent of the first, 29,1 per cent of the second, forty-three per cent
of the third, 54.5 per cent of the fourth, 21,7 per cent of the fifth,
twenty-six per cent of the sixth, 21,8 per cent of the seventh, and 12.5
per cent of the eighth grade teachers,

Lecture is not used by the grade

teachers to any significant extent as a regular procedure.
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Table 46
Regular Procedure of Teachers for Recitation in Grades One to Eight
Procedures
for

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Grades
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures

J5ag4te .{teB________ l______ g______ 1___ _i ________ 5______ g .............7 ......... 8
Question and
Answer Pro
cedure

82.0

58,0

72.4

42.5

52,1

45,4

59.3

55.1

Inductive
Procedure

40,0

45.8

58,6

50,0

00.8

56,8

59.3

56,2

5,4

3.1

8.6

12.5

6,2

41.5

37 .5

26.0

17.S

31.2

£8.0

20.6

4.5

15.0

21.7

6.2

5.1

Formal
Socialised

4,0

Informal
Socialised

24,0

20.8

Voluntary
Project
Assigned.
Project
Visual Aids

4,0

8.5

10.4

5.1

8.0

8.6

6.2

8.1

44,0

29.1

45.0

54*5

21,7

26.0

21.8

12,5

6.2

5.1

4.0

Lecture
Musfoer of
TeaffiEgaL___

24

. M ___ - M ___ _Js2___ _ £ £ ___ _ 5 g ___

22 ____

In high school, as in. the grade®, the question and answer pro
cedure is the most prevalent regular procedure for carrying on the re
citation (Table 47'.

It Is used by 50.7 per cent of the English, 45,2

per cent of the mathematics, sixty-nine per cent of the commercial, 44,4
per cent of the social science, forty-eight per cent of the vocational,
and 82,9 per cent of the foreign language teachers.
cedure is also very prevalent in high school.

The inductive pro

Forty-three per cent of

the English, 44,5 per cent of the mathematics, 59,5 per cent of the
history, 54,5 per cent of the science, 40,7 per cent of the commercial,

-

St*5 per cent of the social scienoe, twenty-four per cent of the voca
tional, and 43.1 per cent of the foreign language teachers use it as &
regular recitation procedure.

Formal socialized procedure is used by a

greater percentage of mathematics and social science teachers than by
teachers of other high school subjects.

However, compared to most other

procedures, the extent to which it is used Is vexy small.
The Use of Socialized Procedure
Informal socialised procedure is used more extensively titan formal
socialized procedure, in high school*

It is used by 24*8 per cent of

the English, 21*6 per cent of the mathematics, 45*2 per cent of the
histoxy, 23.4 per cent of the science, 22.2 per cent of the commercial,
3.7 per cent of the social science, thirty-six per cent of the vocational,
and 22.2 per cent of the foreign language teachers.

As would be expected,

the project method is used by a greater percentage of vocational teachers
than by teachers of other subjects.

Though voluntary projects are used

to a greater extent than assigned projects, neither is used by as great
a percentage of high school teachers as the more conventional procedures.
Visual aids are used by fifty-six per cent of the vocational teachers as
a part of their regular procedure, and they are not used at all by so
cial science and foreign language teachers.

*hey are used by twenty-

six per cent of the mathematics, and 26.5 per cent of the science teach
ers.

^hey are used by approximately seven per cent of each, the Eng

lish, histoxy, and commercial teachers.

The lecture method is used by

11.1 per cent of the social science teachers, but is not used to a sig
nificant extent by other high school teachers.
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Table 47
Regular Procedure of Teachers for Recitation in High School

Procedures
for
Recitation

Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Math*- HistCommer- Social Voca- Foreign
EcicUwh,jms tics, o g
Science olal.... Science tional Language

Question and
Answer Frocedure

60.7

45.2

19.0

51.5

50.0

44.4

48,0

62.9

Inductive
Procedure

45.0

44.5

59.5

S4.S

40.7

55.5

24.0

48.1

Formal
Socialised

4.4

3.0

2.4

5.1

7.4

4.0

Informal
Socialised

24.6

21.6

45.2

25.4

22.2

5.7

56.0

22.2

Voluntary
Project

7.6

1.8

9.5

6.2

7.4

7,4

28,0

11.1

Assigned
Project

5.1

1.8

4.7

6.2

7.4

5.7

12.0

7.4

Visa&l Aids

7.6

26.0

7.1

26.5

7.4

Lecture

3.1

1.8

4.7

Humber of
..J.g£.3fa.esg___ - 8 4 ___

55

42

5.7

_j£i___

27

56,0
11,1

27

25

25

The question and answer procedure Is used by 44,4 per cent of
the teachers haying one to three years of experience, 66*1 per cent of
those with four to six years of experience, SC,9 per cent of those having
seven to nine years of experience, and by fifty-six-per cent of those
having ten or wore years of experience, as a regular procedure in grades
one to eight (Table 48 ,

The inductive procedure is used by 55,5 per

cent of the teachers having one to three years of experience, 69.8 per
oent of those having four to six years of experience, 66.6 per cent of
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those having seven to nine years of experience, and hy forty-two per
cent of those having ten or more year® of ex>erienoe.
The greater the number of years of experience, the greater is
the percentage of teachers who use formal socialized recitation as a
regular procedure In grades one to eight.
having one to three years of experience.

It is not used by teachers
It is used by 1.6 per cent of

those having four to six years of experience, 6.9 per cent of those
having seven to nine years of experience, and ten per cent of thoa hav
ing ton or more years of experience.

This same tendency is not true

with informal socialized recitation.

It is used by 55.2 per cent of

those having one to three years of experience, 27.4 per cent of those
having four to six years of experience, 54.£ per cent of those having
seven to nine years of experience, and by twenty per cent of those
having ten or more years of experience.

Voluntary projects are used

by 8*5 per cent of those having one to three years of experience, IS.9
per cent of those having four to six years of eaperlenee, 11*1 per cent
of those having seven to nine years of experience, and by two per cent
of those having ten or more years of experience, as a regular procedure
in grades one to eight.

Assigned projects are used by a smaller per

centage of teachers than voluntary projects.

Visual aids are used to

the greatest extent by teachers having seven to nine years of experience
(55,5 per cent).

They are used by approximately twenty-five per cent

of the teachers in each of the other experience groups.

The teachers

in any experience group do not use lecture to ary significant extent.
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Table 43
Regular Procedure of Teachers for Recitation In Grades On© to Eight
by Tears of Experience
Procedures
for

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported >Jsing the Designated Procedures

fastefttefla ____£=2------------£t£_---------- 2=2----------- 1?.-9* .9y*i.—
Question and
Answer Pro
cedure

44,4

60.1

56,9

56.0

Inductive
Procedure

55.5

59,6

66,3

42*0

1,6

6,9

10.0

55.5

27.4

54.6

20,0

Voluntary
Project

8,5

12,9

11*1

2.0

Assigned
Project

2.7

4,0

9.7

6.0

25,0

25.8

55.5

28.0

4.8

1*5

Forml
Socialised
Infernal
Socialised

Visual Aids
Lecture
Nuafeer of

26

____ 6g______ ____ n _______

50

In high school, the question and answer procedure is used to the
greatest extent as a part of their regular procedures by the teachers
hawing seven to nine years of experience (Table 49) •

It is used regular

ly by 54,4 per cent of the teachers having one to three years of exper
ience, 50,8 per cent of those having four to six years of experience,
67,1

per cent of those having seven to nine years of experience, and by

54,5

per cent of those having ten or aore years of experience.

The in

ductive procedure is used to the groat©st extent by the teachers having

___________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ton or more years of experience (54.8 per cent).
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It is used by approxi

mately forty per cent of the teachers in each of the other experience
groups.

There is no indication that formal socialised recitation is used

to any greater appreciable extent by the teachers in aqy particular ex
perience groups*
On the other hand, informal socialized recitation is used to a
slightly greater extent by those having seven to nine years of experience
than those in the other experience groups.

Voluntary projects are used

to the greatest extent by those having the fewest and by those having
the most experience.

Assigned projects are used to a greater extent by

teachers having one to three years of experience than by those having
more than three years of experience.

The greater the number of years

of experience, the greater is the percentage of teachers who use visual
aids

as

a part of their regular procedures in high school.

They are

used by 13.6 per cent of tlsose having one to three years of experience,
by 15,5 per cent of those having four to six years of experience, by 17.9
per cent of those having seven to nine years of experience, and by 21.8
per cent of those having ten or more years of experience.

The lecture

method is not used to ary significant extent by the teachers in any ex
perience group.

Table 49
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Recitation in High Ecyool by
Tears of Experience
Procedures
Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
for
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Recitation_________ jUJ__________ £=6__________ 7-9 ________ 10 or Over
Question and
Answer Pro
cedure

54.4

30.8

67.1

54.5

Inductive
Procedure

44.1

40.1

40.2

54.6

Formal
Socialised

4.5

2.4

4.5

5.8

Informal
Socialised

25.0

20.4

55.8

22.0

Voluntary
Project

18.8

5.2

5.9

14.4

Assigned
Project

8.8

2.4

5.9

5.6

15.6

15.5

17.9

21.6

2,2

1.6

1.5

56.0

Visual Aida
Lecture

Number of
-Teachers_____ __ §§______ ___ JL&L.

.. .

67

55

The question and answer procedure is used by 57.2 per cent of
the teachers in grades one to eight, as a part of their regular proce
dure.

It is used by 25.9 per cent as a frequent procedure, by 9.5 per

cent as an occasional procedure, and 3.7 per cent have used it (Table 50}
The inductive procedure is used by 55.7 per cent of the teachers as a
regular procedure.

It is used by $5.1 per cent of the teachers as a

frequent procedure, by 5.6 per cent as an occasional procedure, and 1.9
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per cent have used It.

Five per cent of the grade teachers use formal

socialised procedure regularly, 6*8 per cent of them use it frequently,
and nineteen per cent use it occasionally.

Ten per cent have used it.

Informal socialized procedure is used by twenty-nine per cent of the
teachers regularly, and 29.6 per cent frequently*

Thirteen per cent of

the grade teachers use it occasionally, end 6.5 per cent have used it.
Voluntary projects are used by nine per cent as a frequent procedure,
and by 27,5 per cent as an occasional procedure,

^even and seven-tenths

have used them.
Assigned projects are used by twenty-one and 21*8 per cent of the
teachers as an occasional end as a frequent procedure, respectively.
Six and three-tenths per cent use them regularly and 9.5 per cent have
used them.
as a
dure.

Visual aids are used by £8.0 per cent of the grade teachers

regular procedure and by fifty-four per cent as a frequent proce
Seven and two-tenths per cent of them use it occasionally and

5.8 per cent have used them.

The lecture method is used by 1*8 per

cent of the grade teachers as a regular procedure, and b
as a frequent procedure.

9,5 per cent

Twenty-seven and two-tenths per cent of the

teacliers use it occasionally and 22.2 per cent of them have used it.

.
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Table 50
Percentages of Teachers in Grades One to Eight in Class B Schools in
Minnesota Who Claimed

Recitation in Various Ways
1955

Procedures
for
Recitation _

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the designated
Procedures in the Following Says
Slave
Regular
Used. ... dqq_aslonai^r______^gcjngntk_____ ?3 2 2 & 3 £ § .

Question and
Answer Pro
cedure

2.7

9.5

25.9

57.2

Inductive
Procedure

1.8

5.6

55.1

55.7

Formal
Socialised

10.0

19.0

6.8

5.0

Informal
Socialised

6.5

15.0

29.5

29.0

Voluntary
Project

7.7

26.5

20.0

29.0

Assigned
Proj ect

9.5

21.0

21.8

6.6

Visual Aids

5,6

7.2

54.0

26.6

22.2

27.2

9.5

1.8

Lecture
Humber of
Teachers

____ S§0.

In high school the question and answer procedure is used by a
greater percentage of teachers as a regular procedure than in any
other way, 52*5 per cent*

Twenty-five and three-tenths per cent of

them use it frequently, 5.5 per cent of them use it occasionally, and
1.5

per cent of them have used it.

The inductive procedure is used as

a regular procedure by 45.6 per cent of the teachers (Table 5 l).

Thirty-

four and six-tenths per cent of the teachers use it frequently, and

10.5 per cant use It occasionally.

Formal socialized recitation is

used by 5.6 per cent of the teachers as & regular procedure, b

eight

per cent as a frequent procedure, and by 15.5 per cent as an occasional
procedure.

Fifteen per cent of them have used it.

Informal socialised

recitation Is used by 25.5 per cent of the teachers as a regular pro
cedure and by twenty-seven per cent as a frequent procedure.

Thirteen

and five-tenths per cent of them use it occasionally and seven per cent
of them have used it*

Voluntary projects are most commonly used try high

school teachers as an occasional procedure (twenty per cant).

Thirteen

par cent of the teachers use them frequently, 8.4 per cent of the teach
ers use them regularly, and C.6 per cent of the teachers have used them.
Assigned projects are most commonly used by the teachers as a frequent
procedure (twenty-two per cent).

Four and five-tenths per cent of the

teachers use them regularly, twenty-per cent of the teachers use them
occasionally, and five per cent of the teachers have used them.
The Use of Visual Aids
Viand, aids are used by 41.5 per cent of the high school teachers
as a frequent procedure.

Seventeen per Sent of the teachers use them

regularly, fourteen per cent of the teachers use them occasionally, and
five per cent have used them.

Twenty-three per cent of the high school

teachers have used lecture, and twenty-eight per cent use it occasional
ly.

Ten and four-tenths per cent of the teachers use it frequently,

and 2.2 per cent use it regularly.

Table 51
Percentage* of Teachers in Class & High Schools in Minnesota. Who Claimed
Recitation in Various Ways
1955
Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures
Procedures in tlie Following Ways
for
Have
Regular
Recitation ...... Psed
Occasionally
Frequently
_ Procedure,__
Question and
Answer Procednre

1.5

Inductive
Procedure

5.5

25.5

52.5

10.5

54.6

45.6

Formal
Socialised

15.0

15.5

8.0

5.6

Informal
Socialised

7.0

15.5

27.0

25.5

Voluntaxy
Project

6.8

20.0

15.0

8,4

Assigned
Project

5.0

20.0

22.0

4.5

Visual Aids

5.0

14.0

41.5

17,0

25.G

28.0

10.4

2.2

Lecture
Humber of
.

__________________________________________________________

Summary
The question and answer procedure is used to the greatest extent
aa a regular procedure.

About one-fourth of the teachera (both grade

and high school) use it frequently (Graphs 67 and 68),
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Graph 87
Extent of Use of Question and Answer Procedure by the Teachers in
Grades One to Eight
Scale

fl&.IteESgalagM_______ 2__________ £5_________ §o_________ Z£_______ 122
Regular
Procedure

57.2$ —

Used
Frequently

25*9$ — -----------

Used
Occasionally

9.5$ ------

Have Used

--------— ----- --

-------

2.7$ —

220

»qgfefi3r-o.L^aftfeSEg-------Graph 88

Extent of Use of Question and Answer Procedure by the Teachers in
High School
Scale
of Percentages________ 0___________ 25
.
Aguiar
Procedure

52.5$

Used
Frequently

25,5$

Used
Occasionally

5.5$

Have Used

1.6$ -

SMafeag-ffiLSaagbaa_______

M

50__________ 75.....

. 1.0.0

L

Over one-half of the grade teachers use the inductive procedure
regularly and one-third use it frequently (Graph 69),

-

Graph 69
Extant of Us© of Inductive Procedure by the Teachers In Grades
One to Eight
Seale

M L S azssn S g g g Ji ________ 2___________ £§__________ §2__________ z§________ 1 0 0
Regular
Procedure
Used
frequently

55.7% — —

-------------------

5 5 . 1 % ---------------- -

Used
Occasionally

5.6% —

Have Used

1.8% -

Number of Tfia&er?_____________________gg O _______________________________
A somewhat smaller percentage of high school teachers use the
inductive method as a regular procedure than do the grade teachers
(45.6 per cent)) however, approximately the same percentage use it as
a frequent procedure (Graph 70).
Graph 70
Extent of Use of Inductive Procedure by the Teachers in High School
Scale
of Percentages________ 0
S5__________ 50__________ 75________ 100
Regular
Procedure

4 5 . 8 % ------------ —

Used
Frequently

54.8%

Used
Occasionally

10.5% -----

---------- ---— —

Humber of Teachers_____________________ §5£_______________________________
Few teachers, either in the grades or high school, use formal
socialised recitation (Graphs 71 and 7 2 ) ,
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Graph 71
Extent of Use of Formal Socialized Recitation by T e a c h e rs in
Grades One to Eight
Scale
________ 2L__________ £5__________ 50__________ 75________ 100
Heed
Occasionally

1 9 . g £ ---------

Have Used

1 0 .OH -----

Used
Frequently

6.858 ---

Regular
Procedure

5.02 ---

Number of
Teacher*.....

..........

m

.......

...

.

Graph 72
Extent of Use of Formal Socialised Procedure by the Teachers in
High School
Scale
of Percentages

0

25

Have Used

1 5 .0 2

Used
Occasionally

15,52 ------

50

75

100

--------

Used
Frequently

8.02 ----

Regular
Procedure

5.62 -

Number of
..jrg&gfeBsa_______________________________ M £ ____________________________
Informal socialized recitation, when used, is used by a greater
percentage of grade and high school teachers as a frequent or regular
procedure than in any other way (Graphs 75 and 74).
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Graph 72
Extant of Use of Informal Socialized Procedure hy the Teachers in
Grades One to Eight
Scale
Pl.,.?,g^ee^ & aea_______ 0 _ _________ 25___________50__________ 75________ 100
Used
frequently

23 ,b%

Regular
Procedure

2 9 , G & ---------------

Used
Occasionally

15.0)6---

Rave Used

---- ----------

6*5)6

----

l^^,,of..:^shei:s______________________ £20______________________________
Graph 74
Extent of Use of Informal Socialized Procedure hy the Teachers in
High School
Scale
oX' Percentages_______ 0___________ £5___________50__________ 75________ 100
Used
Frequently

27*0)6 -— ......------ -

Regular
Procedure

25.3)6-------------

Used
Occasionally

15*5)6--------

Have Used

7,0*

—

Kqabgr p.f .T^gfrcrs_______________________ §S1 ______________________________
Voluntary projects are used to the greatest extent by both
grade and high school teachers, as an occasional procedure (Graphs 76
and 76).
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Graph 75
Extent of Os© of Voluntary Projects by the Teachers in Grades
One to Eight
Scale
H y q g a ftassg________ 2___________ gs__________ § 2 _________ Z§_________ 122.
Used
Occasionally

26.S£ --------- ----

Used
Frequently

20.0$ ---------

Regular
Procedure

9. 035 ----

Have Used

7# 7?6 ---

Number ct l & J & a f l ______________________ UQ.______________________________
Graph 76
Extent of Use of Voluntary Projects by the Teachers in High School
Seale
otJP.e£gta&agg.«________ 0 ___________ 25__________ §2__________ 25________ 1 0 0
Used
Occasionaly
Used
Frequently
Regular
Procedure
Have Used

20,0%— — — — -—

15.03?-------

8.456

—— -

6*fi?6----

Ji-lt lOT- ,g£.Teac,h£E3_____________ _________ SSS______________________________
Assigned projects are used to the greatest extent by both high
school and, grade teachers as a frequent procedure (Graphs 77 and 78)»
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Graph 77

Extent of Uee of Assigned P ro je cts by the teachers in Grades
Grades On© to Eight
Scale
aL JP r e q ffr tflgef_________ o____________ 25___________ go___________ 75_________ 100
Used
Frequently

2 1 .8 5

Used
Occasionally

21.05 -

-

Have Used

9.55 -

Regular
Proced'iire

6.25 -

.9 f.leache.yj;________________________ g£0_________________________________
Graph 78

Extent of Use o f Assigned P ro je cts by the Teacher in High School
Seale
^JPggffiBteCUE________ 2___________ ____________ 50__________ 75_________ 100

Used
Frequently

22.05

Used
Occasionally

20.95 —

Have Used

5.05 —

Regular
Procedure

4.55 —

S^^juaf-Sgas&asg________ __________ SM_____________________
V isu a l aids are moat popular among grade teachers as a frequent
procedure.
28,6

F i f t y per cent of the teachers use them in th is way and

per cent of the teachers use them re g u la rly (Graph 79),
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Graph 79
Extent of Use of Visual Aids by the Teachers in Grades
One to Eight
Seale
________ 2___________ ____________ 5 0 _________ 75________ 122
Used
Frequently

5 4 . 0 $ ----- ------- — — -

Regular
Procedure

28.8$ --------------

Used
Occasionally

7.2$ ---

Have Used

......

3.6$ —

Nuaber of 1'eachere

220____________________________
Graph 80

Extent of Use of Visual Aids by the Teachers in High School
Scale
ot-pgxcjsMaga _________ 2____________ g s___________ so ___________ 7§_________ ido

Used
Frequently

41,5$ ---------------------

Regular
Procedure
Used
Occasionally
Have Used

17.0$

—

14.0$ ------5*0$ —

Huabor of Teachers________________

332______________________________

Visual aids are used by a greater percentage of the high school
teachers as a regular procedure than in any other way (41.5 per cent).
Seventeen per cent of the teachers use then regularly (Graph 80).
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The lecture method is used by approximately the same percentage
of grade and high school teachers, and It is used in the same respective
ways (Graphs 81 and 82).
Graph 81
Extent of Use of Lecture Procedure by the -eachers in Grades
One to Eight
Scale

£ti!££Santagsa.

0___________ 25__________ 50__________ 75________ 100

Used
Occasionally

27.2$

Have Used

22,2%

Used
Frequently

3,5$

Regular
Procedure

1.8$ -

dumber cf Teachers

m
Graph 82

Extent of Use of Lecture Procedure by the Teachers in High School
Scale
of Percentages________ Q __________ £5__________ 50__________ 75________ ^00
Used
Occasionally

28*0$

Have Used

25,0$

Used

Frequently
Regular
Procedure

10.4$

2,2$ -

JaasSsse.

Ml.

14.5
The Question and answer, and the inductive procedures are used

by the treutest percentage of grade teachers as a regular procedure
(Graph 85),
Graph 85
Regular Procedures of Teachers for hecitation in Grades
One to Eight
Scale of
Percentaggs___________ &__________ _£§__________ 60__________ 75________ 100

Cuesti on

and
Answer Pro
cedure

57.5#

----— --------- ----—

-— —

Inductive
Procedure

55.6% - ..— — ------- --- -■■-... --

Informal
Socialised

£9.0% ---------------

Visual Aids

£8.0%

Voluntary

P ro je cts

3.0% ----

Assigned
Projects

6 . 2 % ---

Formal
Socialized

5.0% —

Lecture

1.8% -

Humber of Teachers

£20

The question and answer, and the inductive procedures are used
by the greatest percentage of high school teachers as a regular pro
cedure (Graph 34).
Graph 34
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Recitation in
High School
Scale
of Percentages

....

o

Question and
Answer Pro
cedure
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Inductive
Procedure
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Socialised
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CHAPTER 9
PROCEDURES FOR GUIDANCE
The duties of a teacher do not end with the mere teaching of the
academic material that is usually found outlined in courses of stud/.
The progressive teacher goes beyond th e subject matter to the pupil and
endeavors to give him the guidance necessary for his developing a sense
of permanent citizenship.*

A commendable character and good health are

as necessary to citizenship as being well informed.

The school, as well

as the home and community, has a definite part to play in the training
2
of young people for citizenship.

If the Cardinal Principles of educa

tion ar to be realized, the teacher must assume a larger share of the
responsibility for moral, health, educational, end vocational guidance.
Moral Guidance
Of the various procedures for moral guidance, the only ones that
are used to a significant extent by the teachers in Minnesota are indi
rectly given, usually through some other activity, and by example and
personal influence.

s

Moral guidance is provided indirectly by twenty-

four per cent of the first grade teachers, 12.5 per cent of the second
grade teachers, 18.7 per cent of the fourth grade teachers, 43.4 per
cent of the fifth grade teachers, 47*8 per cent of the sixth grace
^"The progressive teacher in the modern school tries to guide his
pupils in all those matters in which the public school has a legitimate
interest, for twenty-four hours a day, and in vacations." A. V. Overn,
The Progressive Teacher in Modern School Administration* D. *ppletonCentury Co., 1936), p. 74.
fold., p. 65
^Comments asj
"I Try," "I Hope," etc., were received regarding
moral guidance by example and personal influence. The concensus of these
remarks indicate that teachers are not quite certain whether or not the?,'
are serving as good moral examples.

14.8
teachers, twenty-five per cent of the seventh grade teachers, and 28.1
52 •

per cent of the eighth grade teachers (Table

A 3 a regular pro

cedure for moral guidance, example and personal influence is used by
thirty-six per cent of the first gre~e teachers, 53.5 per cent of the
second grade teachers. 44.8 per cent of the third grade teachers, 40.6
per cent of the fourth grade teachers, 45.5 per cent of the fifth grade
teachers, 54.8 per cent of the sixth grade teachers, twenty-five per
cent of the seventh grade teachers, and 21.7 per cent of the eight
grade teachers.
Table 52
Regular Procedure of Teachers for Moral Guidance in Grades
One to Eight
Procedures
for
Moral
Guidance

Percentages of teachers in the Following Grades Who
Pveported Using the Designated Procedures
I

2

..

12*5

Indirect

24.0

Example and
Personal
Influence

36*0

33.3

Number of
Teaohers

2*

24

4

.. 3 ..

5

.-

7

«

8

27.4

18.7

43.4

47.8

25.0

28.1

44.8

40.6

48.4

34.8

25.0

21.8

32

25

25

32

52

_22___

Moral guidance as a regular procedure in high school is not pro
vided by as great a percentage of the teachers as in the grades.

It is

provided indirectly by twenty per cent of the English teaohers, by 6.5
per cent of the mathematics teachers, by 53.3 per cent of the history
teachers, by 55.9 per cent of the science teachers, by 7.4 per cent of
the commercial teachers, by 33.3 per cent of the social science t^echurs,
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by twenty-eight per cent of the vocational teachers, and by 14.0 per cent
of the foreign language teachers (Table 53 .

Example and personal in

fluence is used by twenty-seven per cent of the English teachers, by
21.6 per cent of the mathematics teachers, by SO,9 per cent of the hist
ory teachers, by 27.9 per cent of the science teachora, by IB.5 per cent
of the commercial teachers, by 55.S per cent of the social science teach
ers, by twenty-four per cent of the vocational teachers, and b

thirty-

seven per cent of the foreign language teachers.
Table 53
Regular Procedure of Teachers for Moral Guidance in High School
Percentages of Teachers of' th'e ^ollowing i ^ j e c t s
who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
Mathe- HistConner- Social Voca- Foreign

Procedure
for
Moral

Indirect

20.0

16.5

55.2

55.9

7.4

55.5

28,0

14.8

Example and
Personal
Influence

27.0

21.6

50.9

27.9

13.5

35.5

24.0

27.0

64

£7

27

£5

27

Number of
Teachers.

.

65

- £ 5 ___ M ___

Moral guidance in grades one to eight is provided indirectly, as
a regular procedure, by 40.6 per cent of the teachers having one to
three years of experience, by 22.5 per cent of those having four to six
years of experience, by 50,5 per cent of those having seven to nine
years of experience, and by twenty per cent of those having ten or more
years of experience (Table 54'1.

Example and personal influence is used

by 38.6 per cent of those having one to three years of experience, by
52.2 per cent of those having four to six years of experience, by fortythree per cent of those having seven to nine years of experience, and

±50
by twenty-two per cent of those h&ving ten or more years of experience.
Table 5 4
Regular Procedure of Teachers for Moral Guidance in Grades
One to Eight by Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Moral
Guidance

Percentages of Teachers in the following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures
.

1-5

....

4-6

7-3

1 0 or Oyer

Indirect

40.5

22.5

50.5

2 0 .0

Example and
Personal
Influence

58.8

52.2

45.0

2 2 .0

56 _

62

72

Number of
—

teaskasa____

________ 50_____

In high school twenty-five per cent of the teachers having one
to three years of experience, 13,2 per c m t have four to six years of
experience, 52,8 per cent having seven to nine years of experience, and
twenty-two per cent of those having ten or more years of experience teach
morals indirectly (Table 55).

Twenty-seven and two-tenths per cent of

the teachers having one to three years of experience, 22.3 per cent of
those having four to six years of experience, thirty-two per cent of
those having seven to nine years of experience, and 54.5 per cent of
those having ten or more years of experience provide moral guidance by
example and personal influence.
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Table 5 5
Regular Procedures of Teachers for Moral Guidance in
High School by Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Moral

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures

q a ld y x .s e ____________ 1 = 2 ...... ... £=£_________ 2=2___________ 10 or Over
Indirect

25.0

19.2

3 2 ,8

2 2 .0

Example and
Personal
Influence

27.2

2 2 ,9

52,0

5 4 .5

67

55

Number of
Teachers

_____ a s ._____________

m ________

Indirect procedure for Moral guidance is used by 27,7 per cent.
of the grade teachers as a regular procedure, by 28,1 per cent as a
frequent procedure, by 16,3 per cent as an occasional procedure, and
six per cent have used it (Table 56' .

Of the grade teachers using

example and personal influence, the greatest percentage use it as a
regular procedure (34,5 per cent).

It is used by 16.5 per cent of the

teachers as a frequent procedure, bp eight per cent as an occasional
procedure, and 7,1 per cent have used it.
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Table 56
Percentages of Teachers In Grades One to Eight in Class B Schools in
Minnesota Who Claimed Moral Guidance In Various Ways
1355

Procedures
for Moral
Guidance

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the following Ways
Have
Regular
Used
Occasionally
Frequently
Procedure

Indirect

G.9

15.0

19.5

12.7

Example and
Personal
Influence

7.2

8.0

16.5

54.5

Number of
Teachers

220

In high school, moral guidance is provided indirectly, as a regu
lar procedure, by twenty-four per cent of the teachers, and as a frequent
procedure by 24.6 per cent of the teachers (Table 57).

Thirteen and

two-tenths per cent use it occasionally, and 5.4 per cent have used it,
indireatly.
Table 57
Percentages of Teachers in Class B High Schools in Minnesota Who
Claimed Moral Guidance In Various Wtys
1935
Procedures
for
Moral
Guidance

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the Following Ways
Have
Regular
Used
Occasionally
Frequently
Procedure

Indirect

3.9

15.9

24.6

24.0

Example and
Personal
Influence

6.0

7.5

20.5

27,7

Number of
Teachers

-

_____________________________________________

±53
Example and personal influence is used by 27,7 per cent regularly,
and by 20*5 per cent frequently.

Ceveri and five-tenths per cent use It

occasionally, and six per cent have usee it.
Educational Guidance
Educational guidance is provided by the teachers in Minnesota
to an extent thst is almost negligible.. Prognostic tests are used by
not over nine per cent of the teachers as a regular .procedure (*eble 58).
Personal conferences for educational guidance are used by not over
eight per cent of the teachers in any subjects, except vocational
studies.

Here they are use.: by sixteen per cent of tit© teachers.
Table 58

Regular Procedure of Teachers for Educational Guidance in High School
Procedures
Percentages of Teachers of the Following Subjects
for
Who fceported 'sing the Designated Procedures
Educational
Hath®- HistConner- Social Voca- Foreign
Guidance ...English. natl . O ___ gfftanbft.jp l&l____
Prognostic
Tests

6 .1

9.0

Personal
Conference

6 .1

5.3

Nuaber of
Teachers

85

55

4.7

42

S.l

5.1

5.7

4.0

7.8

7.4

7.4

18.0

64

2

7

__ 27

2.5

27

Educational g tidance is provided for very slightly by teachers
having less than ten years of experience (Table 59 .

Twelve and seven-

tenths per cent of those having ten or more years of experience use
prognostic testa, and 14.4 per ce .t use personal conference.
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Table 69
Regular Procedure of Teacher for Educational Guidance in High School
by Years of Experience
Procedures
for
Educational

Percentages of Teachers in the Following Experience
Groups Who Reported Using the Designated Procedures

2=1

2=6

7-3

1 0 or Over

Prognostic
Tests

1 .1

4.9

1.5

12.7

Personal
Conference

3.3

6.5

1.5

14.4

Humber of
Teachers

___ m ______

122

67

55

Prognostic tests are used in educational guidance by 4.0 per
cent of the teachers as a regular procedure, by 3.1 per cent as a fre
quent procedure, and by 15.3 per cent as an occasional procedure.
Eighteen and three-tenths per cent of the teachers have used them
(Table 60).

Personal conferences are used by 6.3 per cent of the teach

ers as a regular procedure.

Twenty-four and seven-tenths per cent of

the teachers use them frequently, 26.5 per cent use them occasionally,
and 18.3 per cent have used them.

wi

if
Table 60
Percentages of Teachers In the Claes B High Schools in Minnesota Who
Claimed Educational Guidance in Various Ways

1988
Procedures
for
Educational

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures in the Following Ways
Have
Regular

Prognostic
Tests

18.5

15.3

8.1

4.8

Personal
Conference

16,3

26.5

£4.7

6.3

Number of
Teachers

332
Vocational Guidance

The teachers in Minnesota do not provide for vocational guidance
to any significant extent (Table 61 .

Two and one-tenth per cent of

the teachers employ measuring devices regularly, and 1,5 per cent em
ploy them frequently.

~even and two-tenths per cent use them occasion

ally, end nine per cent have used them.

Personal conferences are used

by 4.4 per cent of the teachers regularly, and by 7.3 per cent frequent
ly.

Twenty and one-tenth per cent of the teachers use them occasionally,

and 15,2 per cent have used them.
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Table 61
Percentages of Teachers in the Class 3 High Schools In Minnesota Who
Claimed Vocational Guidance In Various Ways
1955
Procedures
for
Vocational
Guidance
Measuring
Devices
Conferences
Number of
Teachers

Percentages of All Teachers Who Used the Designated
Procedures In the following ays
Have
Regular
Procedure
Used.
Occasionally______ Frequently

9.0

7.2

1.5

2.1

15.2

20.1

7.5

4.4

_______________ ________________
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Although the conventional procedures of teachers are much in
evidence In the Class B Schools of Minnesota, the newer ideas of instruc
tion have found their way into the practice of the teachers to an ex
tent that can be recognised.

The subject or grade taught is not an im

portant factor in determining the extent to which various practices
afe used, except those grades or subjects which, because of their nature,
lend theiselves more definitely to the use of certain practices.

How

ever, the number of years of experience Is an important factor in mary
o&sea In the extent to which various practices are used.

The teachers

who are older in experience use the most progressive practices in the
Class B schools of Minnesota.

According to the number of years of

teaching experience, teachers having seven to nine years use these
practices more than the teachers having ten or more years of experience,
in many cases.
1.

Having weekly written plans is the most common practice of

planning instruction In both high school and grades.
are more common in high school than in the grades.

Unit assignments
More teachers with

from seven to nine yoars of experience use weekly written plans than
in any other experience group.

In high school they are used most by

teachers having ten or more years of experience.
2.

Having daily assignments is a common procedure in both high

school and the grades.

They are used to the greatest extent in foreign

language classes, while unit assignments are more common in social
science than in ary other subject.

Daily assignments are used to the
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greatest extent by teachers having from seven to nine years of experience
both in high school and in the grades,
5,

Formal use of the text is a very common practice both in

high school and in the grades.

General reference books, and current lit

erature are used in addition to the textbook most commonly in the upper
grades} while study guides are more common in the intermediate grades.
In high school, study guides are most commonly used in science.
the

In

;rades, a greater percentage of teachers having from four to six

years of experience use the text formally than those in any other ex
perience group.

Parallel texts, general reference books, and stuffy

guides are used to the greatest extent by teachers having ten or more
years of experience; while current literature is U3ed most by thosehaving the fewest years of experience.

In high school, formal use of text,

parallel texts, general reference books, current literature, end study
guides are used to the greatest extent by the teachers having from seven
to nine years of experience,
4.

supervised study as a part of the regular class period is the

most common procedure for supervised study In the Class B schools.

Su

pervised study for designated periods and cooperative study are also
very common practices, the latter being used to a greater extent by
teachers older in experience tiym by those younger,
5,

Motivating devices are most common in the lower grades, and

in science and history in high school.

The use of practical applications

increases in the grades t’rom one to eight, ana in high school it is used
to the greatest extent in science, commercial, and vocational subjects.

1 5 9

Private reprimand is used to the greatest extent by history teachers.
Motivating devices and private reprimand are most commohly used by teach
ers having from four to nine years of experience,

Special honors, pract

ical applications, achievement tests for self competition, end confer
ences are used to the greatest extent by the teachers in the higher
experience groups,
Q.

Diagnostic and remedial teaching is a very common procedure

in the ^lass a schools of Minnesota.

Flexible assignments, intelli

gence testa, and individual instruction a re used to the greatest ex
tent by teachers of vocational subjects.

Flexible assignments are

used to the greatest extent in the grades by teachers hiving from seven
to nine years of experience? while special classes are used to the great
est extent by those having ten or more years of experience.

Diagnostic

and remedial teaching is used least by teachers having from one to three
years of experience.

In high school, Intelligence tests and flexible

assignments are used to the greatest extent by teachers having ten or
more years of experience? while individual instruction and special
classes are used to the greatest extent by those having from seven to
hine years of experience.
7,

Moral guidance by example and personal influence is pro

vided to the greatest extent by those having ten or more years of ex
perience.
8.

Comparatively little is being done by the teachers in the

Class B schools of Minnesota for student guidance.
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iPPEMDIX

1y v n

IN

P R A C T I C E S O F TKAC'H R S F O R I M P R O V I N G I N S T R U C T I O N
1UE S M A L L E R V IL I A G E S C H O O L S OF M I N N E S O T A

Esrvr e d u c a t o r s h a v e d e c r y e d the t r a d i t i o n a l i s m of
■ e a o h i n g m e t h o d s a n d h a v e t r i e d to b u i l d u p p r o g r e s s i v e
p r a c t i c e s f or i m p r o v i n g i n s t r u c t i o n . A n u m b e r of t e a c h e r s
’ a v o c o m e i nt o c o n t a c t w i t h l i t e r a t u r e a n d s u m m e r s c h o o l s
a n 1 h a v e b e e n exp.osed t o t h e s e n e v e r s u g g e s t i o n s .
It is m y p u r p o s e to see or m e a s u r e t he
e x p o s u r e , a n d to see, or m e a s u r e the e x t e n t
suggest!ons really have taken effect.

e x t e n t of t h is
to w h i c h t h e s e

It is not mv p u r p o s e , v’cre, to m e a s u r e the e x t e n t of
e x p o s u r e o f p r a c t i c e s of s u p e r i n t e n d e n t s or p r i n c i p a l s ,
as such, b u t r a t h e r t ^ o s e t h a t w o u l d b e carried, on c h i o f l v
b y the t e a c h e r s , w h o c o m e into i m m e d i a t e c o n t a c t w i t h the
pupi1s .
S u p e r i n t e n d e n t s h a v e m o r e p r o v i s i o n for i m p r o v i n g
s c h o o l s b e c a u s e of t h e i r p o w e r , c o n t r o l , and l a r g e r
i n c o m e s which m a k e f u r t h e r e d u c a t i o n p o s s i b l e . ‘
T hus, the
c h a n g i n g i d e a s of s u p e r i n t e n d e n t s h a v e p e r m i t t e d the
p o s s i b i l i t y of p r o g r e s s i v e p r a c t i c e s a m o n g teachers.
It is n e i t h e r rny p u r p o s e to a t t e m p t to m e a s u r e th e
frectuency
w i t h w h i c h t h e s e p r a c t i c e s a r e u s e d n o r to
m e a s u r e the s u c c e s s of t h o i r u s e .
The r e s u l t s of t h i s s t u d v s h o u l d b e e s p e c i a l l y
i n t e r e s t i n g to a l l t h o s e w h o a r e i n t e r e s t e d in p r o g r e s s i v e
t.e a ch i n g .
W i l l y o u c o o p e r a t e , to t he e x t e n t of h a n d i n g one
of th e i n c l o s e d c h e c k l i s t s to e a c h m e m b e r of y o u r f a c u l t y ,
c o l l e c t i n g a n d r e t u r n i n g t h e m b e f o r e th e c l o s e of the
p r e s e n t s c h o o l y e a r ? T he l i s t s m a y be c h e c k e d i n d i v i d u a l l y
or m o r e c o n v e n i e n t l y in a r e g u l a r t e a c h e r s m e e t i n g or
on e c a l l e d f or t h i s p u r p o s e .
Ver*r ad!n)cerelv,

Principa/,

Hallock

High

School

y
DIRECTIONS
Iy

The following is a list of progressive pr?' otices of teachers
le1” have heen usee! in an attempt to improve instruction and which
ve been considered as progressive by authorities. This list is
rhaps incomplete.
Plea so make a chock in the proper column at the right to show the
tent to -which vou have used or are usitip each practice. Leaving a
ace imo'oec’n^, will indicate that that practice, has has not been usee
ec1' thos o oractices \vlii oh mo at cl
vo used but if some r.ract ice s wb
u seJ, do not
re or :!n the list., kimilv add th err
tween tb 0 lines
'io «.v oVjpc1 C1vU vou would the others.
on j-ipp rovev sp
rs .
Th e ad':i111.on of .anor x ote s , or i icterus, or surge ions th P. t vou
v care to make will he greatly arrroe.i ated.
I <■'!'; not interested in any particular school or teacher,
the value of this study will deoond upon the degree to which
u are truthful in checking the statements.
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